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Laible, Hitt .finalists
in VPAA selection
By JAMIE RILEY
Administration editor

CARL WALK /Senior photographer

~eady,

aim ...

ior speech communication major Dan Schaffnit prepares to toss a softball across the field near
1iversity Court Thursday aftemo9n.

ixon, Hofeld debate PAC reforms
Editor's note: This is the first
a series of stories addressing
issues in the race for a U.S.

MIKE CHAMBERS
When Democrats go to the
lls March 17 and decide
rhether Alan Dixon stays or
,es after two terms as a U.S.
nator they ' re going to have a
ugh time sorting through some
If the rhetoric.
One thing Dixon and his most
isible opponent, Al Hofeld
1gree on is that political action
mmittee contributions are out
if hand.
But as of yet, neither oppo1ent has shown much in the way

Election 1992
a political sacrifice for that
reform.
"Dixon voted twice to limit
PAC spending to $1.8 million a
candidate," said Dixon press
secretary Erin Kern in a telephone interview from Chicago.
"He's (Hofeld) a hypocrite."
Hofeld 's plan is to place a
complete ban on PAC contributions to political campaigns and
place a cap on campaign expen-

, ditures, but had no specifics on
what that cap amount would be,
said Jane Golden, Hofeld 's press
secretary.
Golden shot back that Dixon
has taken more than $700,000
just in PAC contributions from
insurance, defense and banking
interests, of which he serves on
the committee.
And to get his message of "no
PAC" money across the television airways, Hofeld, a Chicago
attorney worth $15 million
according to the Chicago Tribune, is challenging Dixon with
politically attacking him on
television.
"We have an opponent
[Hofeld] who is outspending us
by 5-1. He has (a) over $5 mil-

All four candidates .will go
through a two-day interview process, preceded by dinner with
·Two Eastern administrators are President Stan Rives, according
among the recently chosen final to information from the universicandidates to fill the vice presi- ty.
dent for academic affairs posiThe interview process will
tion.
include meetings with the search
Interviews for the four final committee, chairs of departments,
candidates for the position will be the Council of Deans and Acaheld the second and third weeks demic Directors, administrators,
of March.
an open meeting with the univerBarbara Hill, acting vice presi- sity community, deans, either the
dent for academic affairs, and Jon Council on Academic Affairs or
Laible, dean of the College of the ·Faculty Senate, and the
Liberal Arts and Sciences, are Council on Teacher Education.
two of the four final candidate's,
Hill. has a doctorate in adminisaccording to information released tration form Southern Illinois
by the university Thursday.
University and has served as the
Hill's interview is scheduled dean of the College of Applied
for March 17 and 18, while Sciences and dean and a profesLaible's interview is March 9 and sor in the School of Home Ec10.
onomics at Eastern.
The other two candidates are
Laible has a doctorate in math
from off campus. William Dun- form the University of Illinois
lap, who will be interviewe4 and has served as acting dean of
March 11 and 12, is currently the College of Liberal Arts and
dean of education at the Univer- Sciences, acting chair of the
sity of Wisconsin, Eau-Claire.
Mathematics Department and as a
Rachel Fordyce, who will be math professor at Eastern.
interviewed March 16 and 17, is
Dunlap has a doctorate from
currently dean of the College of the University of Oregon. He has
Humanities and Social Sciences · served as dean of the College of
at the Indiana University of
t Continued on page 2A
Pennsylvania.

• Continued on page 2A

lood driv.e falls short of goal again
CASSIE SIMPSON
d PENNY WEAVER
On the second to last day of the
food drive on campus, the
!American Red Cross again fell
!short of their goal of pints of blood
:ollected Thursday.
Shannon Mcfarlane, co-coordinator of the blood drive, said 255
pints were collected, and that number is just 45 pints short of the
day's goal of 300 pints.
Overall, Mcfarlane said the
drive went well for the day.
"It went pretty well; it started out
pretty slow this morning, but
around 2:30 p.m. it started to pick
up," she said.
Mcfarlane said she still believes
that the meningitis-related death of
Eastern student Peter Giese last
Thursday is still affecting the
turnout at the blood drive..

IBII©©cil
Drive
992

1,500
908 Thursday
653 Wednesday
444 Tuesday
216 Monday

As a result of Giese's death, students have flocked to Eastern's
Health Service to receive doses of
Rifampin, the antibiotic that prevents meningitis. Students have to
wait 48 hours after their last dosage
of the medicine before they can
give blood.
"I think some people came in

today who had been taking it,"
Mcfarlane said. "I talked to some
people taking it and a lot of them
said they would be coming in on
Friday (to donate blood)."
Mcfarlane said she has noticed a
lot of members from several different student organizations coming in
to donate.
"There's been a lot of greek
organizations in," she said. "Today
there's been more community people coming in."
The drive will continue from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday in the
University Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Mcfarlane said she hopes to see a
lot of donors come in Friday, but
doesn't expect a huge crowd.
"We're hoping for a lot more
than it has been, but we're not really looking (for) a big rush or anything because it's Friday and people will be going home," she said.

CARL WALK /Senior photographer

Decisions
Nancy Marlow, associate professor of management and marketing, fills
out a batlot Thursday near the Sugar Shack on the second floor of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union for faculty elections for repre. sentatives on the presidential search committee. Faculty may still cast
ballots Friday, and tallies of the votes will begin Saturday.
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RHA gears up.for spring activities
cussed plans for a lip sync program, which is scheduled at
7:30 p.m. April 6 in the University Ballroom in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
"The theme is Sink or Swim:
RHA Lip Sync 1992," said
Gregg Sork, the program's cochair. "We're trying to provide a
program that will be fun for the
students."
The Residence Hall Association also discussed plans for
Little Peoples' Weekend scheduled for April 24-26.

By ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Student government editor

The Residence Hall Association discussed Thursday plans
for a meeting with Robin Lyons,
Gus Bus coordinator, at its
meeting in Thomas Hall lobby.
"We' re trying to set up an
informational meeting with
coordinator Robin Lyons," said
RHA President Rich Ruscitti.
"There will be representatives
from all the halls to ask questions concerning the Gus Bus."
The organization also dis-

"The younger brothers, sisters, nieces, nephews (of
Eastern students, come to campus and we have activities set
up for them," said Julie Veihman, program co-chair.
"Each (residence) hall will
participate in the activities,"
said Cheryl Boyce, program cochair.
Ruscitti said the Residence
Hall Association plans to send a
representative to the Panther
Preview student orientation program.

1

345-2466

GYROS SPECIAL

$199

Mama Lou's 4 o'clock club
Bud Light Longnecks $1. 50
Stoll &. Mixer $1.90
Bud Lt. &. other Premium Drafts
20 oz. $1. 50 - 16 oz. $1. 35
64 -Team Dart Tournament Sat. 1:00

Laible, Hill
Connecticut University and associate dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University.
. The provost and vice president for academic
affairs position became vacant when Robert
Kindrick resigned last semester to take another
job at the University of Montana at Missoula.

Nation•I
Collegiate
Drug
Awarem;ss
Week '92

Dixon; Hofeld
•From page IA
· lion to spend and (b) has served
as president of the Illinois Bar
Association which gives
$30,000 to PA Cs,." Kern said.
But ineffective PAC reforms
from the incumbent and PAC
reforms from a candidate who
doesn't need PAC money isn't
likely to fix the problem of vote
buying, according to one
Eastern political Professor,
Andrew McNitt.
"Since the Supreme Court
refused to allow limits on independent expenditures it shot
holes in any kind of reform to
control campaign spending,"
McNitt said.
"There are real difficulties in
how you control PACs because
you can't limit contributions on
behalf of candidates," McNitt
said. "Without supporting such

Friday Only

KARAOKE Sing Along 5:00 - 8:00

FROM PAGE ONE
tFrompage IA
Education at the University of Texas at El Paso.
He was also a chair and a professor in the
'Department of Elementary Education and Early
Childhood Education.
Fordyce has a doctorate in English from the
University of Pittsburgh. She has served as assistant vice president for academic affairs at Eastern

~

We
Deliver
11 am - 11 pm

a plan McNitt added that short The debate will be broadcast on
of a federal campaign financing WEIU at 9 p.m. March 8.
the playing field cannot be
As of yet, the response to the
effectively leveled.
league's poll has not been as
Both Dixon and his strongest good as expected, said a
contenders, Hofeld, and a third spokesperson for the League of
candidate Carol Moseley Braun, Women Voters. The spokesperwho is currently Cook County son would give no estimates on
recorder of deeds, have been the number of cards received.
campaigning since December
Presently, Dixon has $1.56
for the party ticket. The candi- million available and Hofeld has
dates are preparing
a March $5·J;J .~6 · it!> :· of·· the ·Federal
8 debate in Chicago, which is Election Commissions Decemsponsored by the League of ' ber filing, rhe--AS!ioc'iat'ed ·Press
Women Voters.
reported Monday.
Braun, the third and less visiThe league regularly sponsors
debates for state candidates, ble candidate, has raised
including the last debate for the $87,805 in contributions. Braun
Simon-Martin race for Senate has bought no air time and has
two years ago.
no plans to until the primaries
This year the league is chang- draw to a close, she told AP.
Braun's campaign headquaring its approach by allowing the
public to send postcards with ters could not be reached for
issue questions, instead of for- comment Thursday.
mulating the topics internally.
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peaker: Help minorities now Committee search
for n·ew dean begins

DEBORAH CANAVAN

By JENNIFER FULLER

Women's History Month got off
a powerful start with keynote
aker Blandira Cardenas RamThursday night in the Grand
llroom of the Martin Luther
g Jr. University Union.
Ramirez' presentation was
nsored by the Cultural Divity Professorship Committee.
mirez, from the office of
inorities in Higher Education
d the American Council on
ucation, focused her presentan on minorities' role in higher
ucation.
"'The time to think of minority
·oblems as those specifically
ut women, minorities, disabled
!d elderly is long passed," she
id. "It is time for promoting
velopment as a whole by
ouraging participation."
Ramirez promotes a problemmedy approach to the expansion
if cultural diversity. She said soci1ty has a choice to respond to this
d in a targeted way.
In response to one student's
1uestion about the future, Ramirez
·.d, "If we don't work on targetg minority groups now, when
'ou're my age, we're going to be
irn apart along racial and ethnic
lines beyond your wildest

Staff writer

.

CARL WALK/Senior photographer

She noted that in 1974 the lev- Blandina Ramirez, director of the American Council on Edu40tion's
:ls in terms of minority participaOffice of Minorities in Higher Education, speaks to reporters
·on in higher education were_ Thursday during a press conference in the 1895 room of the Martin
early balanced, and this was
Luther King Jr. University Union.
1chieved because spe.cific target
affirmative actions were taken to larly what, wtio and how we are called cultural diversity, Rives
said.
bring it about.
teaching," she said.
Ramirez also spoke Thursday
According to Ramirez, society
President Stan Rives attended
must commit to what is in the best - the presentation and said, "Her to members of the Hispanic
interest to all by making education ·· mes-sage was well articulated as Student Union and offered her
accessible to everyone by encour- far as cultural diversity for a time for a gathering after her preaging dialogue and examining whole."
-sentation in the 1895 room of the
past assumptions.
He said if there is one mistake Union.
"Our society can do this by pro- the university has made on this
Nelson Placa, HSU secretary,
ducing teachers with knowledge issue, it is calling one part of the said the presentation was "excelof a broad base as far as the diver- cultural diversity task force a lent - especially her points of how
sity of different cultural back- minority participation area. to be integrated as a society and
grounds and focusing on particu- Instead, this area should just be her mentioning of targeting."

The Search and Screening
Committee for Dean of Library
Services will meet again Monday to discuss the selection of a
new dean of library services,
whom the committee hopes to
have in place by July.
The acting dean of library services, Allen Lanham, came to
Eastern from the Inter-American
University in Puerto Rico where
he was chair of the music department.
"I have enjoyed my position
as dean very much, and I am
quite impressed with the library
staff," Lanham said. "Everyone
here works together as a team."
Lanham declined to comment
when asked if he will apply for
the permanenCposition.
Jon Laible, dean of liberal
arts and sciences and chair of
the screening committee, said
the selection process is barely
underway.
"We hav!'! met once already,
and we will be meeting again on
~onday to revie~ ~ew ,,appl!cat10ns for the position, Laible
•· said.
The committee has placed ads
for the position in several· professional journals, he added.
Those who· are interested may
send letters of ap_p lication to
Laible's office.
The committee -has received
only one application .so far.
"We -expect more applicants
when the ad is placed in more
publications," said John Whisler, committee member and professional library personnel.
The applicants, which are

expected to number· from 80 to
100, according to Laible, will be
narrowed down to five prime
candidates.
The committee will invite
those five applicants to in,terview on campus over a period of
about a day-and-a-half. The
final selection will be made by
President Stan Rives and
Barbara Hill, acting Vice President for Academic Affairs.
"Booth Library plays a significant part in the lives of students
and faculty, and the dean's position is very important to
Eastern," Laible noted. "He's in
charge of everything that goes
on in the library." ,
The dean of library services is
responsible for general oversight
of the entire library program
including the budget, human
resources, giaterials and physical facilities, he added.
Laible said the closing date
for applications for the position
is March 23, and the "committee
hopes to fiU the position by July
1.
Wilson Luquire served as
dean of library services for 10
years before leaving Eastern for
a position in New York last year.
Members of the committee,
who were appointed by Rives
and Hill, incl'ude: Laible,
Kathleen Jenkins, Jane Lasky,
Phyllis Reardon, Whisler,
Birdina Gregg and Tiffany
Points.
Luke Newman, John Miller,
Priscilla Rice, Jim Johnson and
ex-officio member Judy Anderson, director of Affirma-tive
Action, were also appointed to
the committee by Rives and
Hill.

Students perform a slice of women's history
By DAWN SCHABBING
Staff writer

Fourteen famous American
women will be brought to life as
Eastern students portray them in
a showcase of "Living History,"
one of the events scheduled for
Women's History Month, at 2
p.m. Saturday in the playroom
in the Fine Arts Center.
Each historical woman, taken
from the 1800s and 1900s, have
been researched by the theater
students,
said
Marjorie
Duehmig, director of the
"Living History" production.
The theme for National
Woi:nen 's
History
and
Awareness Month is "Women's
History: A Patchwork of Many
Lives."
Events planned throughout
the month will attempt to
emphasize contribu~ions and
experiences made by women,
according to a newsletter from
the Women's Resource Center.
Admission for "Living
History" is free and open to the
public. The production is sponsored by the Women's Resource
Center and the Theater Arts
Department, Duehmig said.
Originally the program was
scheduled only to be shown to
elementary and junior high

Tarble features 'Crimes of the Heart'
By DAWN SCHABBING
Staff writer

"Crimes of the Heart," a
comedy written by Beth
Henley, is being performed at
the Tarble Arts Center Feb. 2729 and March 1.
All shows will begin at 8
p.m. except the Sunday performance, which will begin at 2
p.m.
The play is sponsored by the
Charleston Community Theater, Inc. and is in accordance
with Eastern 's Women's
History Month celebration.
Admission for students is $3,
general admission is $6 and
senior citizens pay $4 to see the
play.
"Crimes of the Heart" takes
place in a small Mississippi
town called Hazelhurst. The
school students, ranging from
grades 3 to 8. Saturday's production, according to Duehmig,
will be an opportunity for the
public to view "what is normally
the dress rehearsal."
Dressed in full costume, the
players will portray life experi-

youngest of the three Macgrath Denise Cougill, who plays
sisters, Babe, played by Eastern Lenny . Macgrath; Therese
student Maggie Sullivan, has Supple, who plays Meg Magrath; Susan Dader, who will
shot her husband.
Trever .Brown, another Eas- play Cousin Chick; and 'Jim
tern student, acts as Babe's Bullock, w.hq will play Doc.
defense lawyer in the crime.
,T he Charleston Community
"It's 11 comedy with serious . Theater, Inc. has been in exissubjects, but it pokes fun at the tence for about 27 years,
seriousness," said Tom Sch- Schnarre said.
narre, director of the play. "It is
"The community theater proabout ~hree sisters who are try- , duces ·about two to four plays·
ing to help out the youngest or musicals each year," he said.
one, who has just snot her hus- "It involves a group of individband."
uals from the Charleston and
This production - the third Mattoon area who are interestSchnarre has directed - runs 2 ed in theater."
In April, the theater will hold
1/2 hours.
The cast has been rehearsing auditions for reader's theater.
for the past six weeks in prepa- Ruth Strath will direct the next
ration for the opening perfor- play, but it has not been dedded what the production will be .
mance, Schnarre said.
Other members of the cast yet, Schnarre said.
from the community include:
ences of the historical women in
a 10-minute presentation of each
character at local elementary
schools, Duehmig said.
Performances by the players
will include events in the life of
Anne Frank presented by Kelly
Harper, Mary Todd Lincoln por-

trayed by Ann Kelly Schenk,
Helen Keller's struggles presented by Elizabeth Kitchen and
the experiences of Eleanor
Roosevelt described by Jenni
Svehla.
"The purpose of the production is to help children under-

stand" the importance of women
in histor'.)", even though what is
in history books is mostly about
men," Duehmig said.
She said other women to be
highlighted in performances will
be Elizabeth Blackwell, the first
woman doctor, and Rosa Parks,
who refused to sit in the back of
the bus during the days of segregation and the Civil Rights
Movement, each portrayed by
Theresa - Veglia and Debra
White, respectively.
Following the elementary performances, there will be a question and answer session in an
effort to help the children learn
more about the lives of these
outstanding historical women,
Duehmig said.
Other roles in the presentation
are Sacajawea, performed by
Mel Copoulos; Annie Sullivan,
played by Marlys Herman; and
Laura Ingalls Wilder, presented
by Missy.Burke, she added.
Besty Ross, Nellie Bly and
Mary Shelly will be portrayed
by Amy Sherwood, Amelia
Heape and Cindy Elzy, respectively, Duehmig said.
Florence Nightingale will be
presented by Stacy Scerf and
Catherine the Great will be
played by Jennifer Afldrews, she
noted.
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Coles County
AirpOrt needs
access to O'Hare
We encourage the Coles County Airport
Authority to continue with its fight to regain
gate space at Chicago's O'Hare International
Airport. Local carriers and passengers deserve
this convenience and the coalition of small
town carriers should carry forward their campaign to require airlines to serve rural airfields
through the Essential Airline Services Act.
The Coles County Airport lost its spaces at
O'Hare when American Eagle discontinued service to the county in 1990. American management claimed that their flights through Coles
County were no longer profitable but the
Federal Aviation Adminstratioh wouldn't let them
pull out until a replacement
was fouryd.
When American Eagle's last flights left, they
took with them Charleston and Mattoon residents' only direct access to Chicago's aviation
hub. This forced Direct Air to fly to Chicago's
Midway Airport, a suburban field with limited
international connections.
American's withdrawal came only after more
than a decade of problems maintaining flights
to O'Hare. Six different airlines have served the
Coles County Memorial Airport since its construction during the 1950s. At one point three
C:arriers were in and out of the facility within
two-and-a-half years.
Ken Hadwiger. a member of the airport
authority, said the availability of air service to a
major international airport. was a reason that
many of Coles County's heavy industries located here. He also said that with one-third of
Eastern students hailing from the Chicago area,
the commuting by air option is increasingly
affordable.
Hadwiger estimated that the local airport
.brings $12 million to Coles County annually,
and with O'Hare connections restored, that figure would only grow. Direct Air officials and
Hadwiger say that the approximately 100 pas5enger monthly volume they carry now would
at least double if O'Hare gate space were
granted to their flights.
The Essential Airline Services Act currently
keeps air service in dozens of small communities that would otherwise lose it. Washington
legislators should be sympathetic to those communities when they rewrite the act thi_s year.
Big business interests should never shut smalltown America out of the economic and transportation mainstream.

EdI•t0 n·a1
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· '

The death of Pete Giese
(since he preferred to be
referred to as "Pete" instead of
"Peter," I will acknowledge that
out of respect) shook the campus for all the right reasons. His
untimely and unexpected passing devastated his friends and
family, . leaving a wound that
will not heal for quite some
time. .
Come Thursday, the flags of Shellberg
this university should fly half
mast in memory of Giese. The reasoning behind this
was best said by Student Senate member Luke
Neumann: "The death of any student is a loss to
humanity, for who he is and what he could have
become."
Or think of it this way: If Stan Rives died suddenly and unexpectedly, those flags would be at halfmass without any questioning.
There is, however, a sick side to this whole
unfortunate incident.
When word of Giese's death swept across campus, people who didn't know Giese were, at first,
interested in the matter and little else.
But when it was discovered that Giese's death
was caused by meningitis, the entire campus more specifically, more than 3,000 students screamed "Plague."
And they screamed loud. Approximately 3,500
students rushed to Health Service to receive
Rifampin, the preventative antibiotic for meningitis.
3,500 students. That's about .a third of this campus
peeing orange last weekend.
· Medically, receiving Rifampin was probably a
wise idea for every Thomas Hall resident, Pete's
close friends and his classmates. But c'mon, man. I
don't think those three categories total to 3,500.
During the weekend, I spoke with probably a
dozen and a half people who took Rifampln. Out of

Black History Month Quote

Believe in life! Always
human beings will live
and progress to greater,
broader, and fuller life.
W.E.B. DuBois

~

those I spoke to, I would say only a third of f ·
people had adequate reason to be concerned
take the medication.
The reasoning of these people who took ti
Jlledication ranged from the understandable ("I I
on his side of Thomas Hall," "I sat near him
class"), to the over-concerned ("I live off-cam
and have never been in Thomas Hall, but it pays
be safe"), to the enforced ("my ma told me tow)
the downright paranoid ("I have a headache,
got the drug" said an off-campus student. Little
he know, I saw him overly inebriated the nl
before. I can understand why he had the heada1
but c'mon) and pathetic ("I wanna pee oran
dude").
The death of Pete Giese is nothing short of tr.
Yet the general response by the campus as a w1
is downright disgusting.
Of the 3,500 people that turned Health Se
into a "health circus" last week, I would say I
than a thousand had a good reason to be
cerned and acquire the medication.
Maybe more, maybe less. But one things for
- a helluva lot of those 3,500 were probably In
danger.
Meningitis is not the plague. Unchecked, It
be deadly and highly contagious, but In P·
Giese's instance, it was an isolated case. Sure,
better safe than sorry, and many people were
in taking the precaution. Yet many people got
paranoid.
I doubt the "and they told two friends, and
on, and so on, and so on" theory seriously ap
to meningitis.
And besides, the best way to avoid a panic IS
think first, take action upon thinking. Last Wi
many people shot first and asked questions later•.

Tim She/Iberg is the Verge editor and a co/um,
for The Daily Eastern News.
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Your turn •••
Reader believes
there is more
to the story
Dear editor:
I can't believe my eyes. Lack
of evidence, bologna. They have
evidence, the video tape. just
because no "victim" came forward doesn't mean there is no
proof. In most cases of battery
the state always picks up any
charges that were dropped by
the victim so why not just overlook t_he victim anyway and get
on with it? The testimony of the

detective and the tape should be
more than enough to bring these
Hazers to justice.
Could the victim be holding
back because he is afraid he
wouldn't be accepted or worse?
Or could the detective be afraid
because it is a black fraternity,
that just might cry "discrimination?" I don't consider myself
prejudice or above or , below
black people. But are we spoiling
them thus creating a multitude of
bad attitudes? Maybe so. Everyone is scared to discipline students but woe be to the person
who would discipline a black student. I have said before they are
just getting a "slap on the hand."

You know that one day
people in Alpha Phi Alpha
have to join the real world
course the government will
tinue to spoil them In s
ways, but they won't have
cushion of being a student,
what? More hazing or do'
have another name after coll
All I ask is that we all be
ed equal no matter what col
what status. Once we start s1
ing a selected group by h
them money. eliminating just
cipline, we indeed create a p1
lem in our society and we
just witnessed it in this situatl'
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olice investigation of apartment burglary continues
JENNIFER MILLER

n investigation is continuing
Sunday burglary incident at an
1ent of two Eastern students.
[Thomas M. North and Stephen
Underwood, 2409 Eighth St.,
1L 4, reported that at 3:30 a.m.
1rth left their unlocked apartt to take his girlfriend home.
ten he returned at 3:40 a.m., he
'teed several jackets and a small
:vision missing.
North reported his roommate
tderwood and his friend Randy
rreon, 1010 10th St., were

passed out in the living room
while he was gone.
Police reports said a black male
was seen entering the apartment
after North left. Reports said the
missing items were valued at
$840.
Other items among Charleston
and Campus Police Department
reports include:
• Eastern student Brian J. Kirk,
1061 Seventh St., reported that he
and his roommate Daniel A. Green
held a party involving about 60
people Saturday. Kirk said
between 3 and 4:15 a.m. someone
stole his microwave oven.

·

~~~~• Eastern student Jennifer
Mathas, 1306 Fourth St., reported
criminal damage to her vehicle
Sunday. Reports said the rear window of the vehicle had been broken out and an unknown suspect
picked up a burning barrel and
threw it into the vehicle.
The incident occurred between
11 p.m. Saturday and 2 a.m.
Sunday.
• Theft from a motor vehicle

was reported
Tm:sday,
- as a quarter_
inch black rubber bed liner was
stolen from a truck in the E-Lot
across from Lantz Field House,
campus police reports stated.
The theft occurred between 3 to
9:40 p.m. Owner Charles Prince,
an Eastern faculty member described the liner as shiny and cut
to fit the bed of the truck.
The liner's value is estimated at
$40, reports said.
• Oscar Jones, custodian for
Jefferson Elementary School,
reported finding a classroom window open and ashes of a book or
magazine sitting on the ledge

wo concerts can satisfy
II musical appetites
Dvorak Concert Hall will be
1e scene of two concerts this
nday.
At 3 p.m. Eastern 's Concert
and, directed by Dr. Bruce
:oss, will take the stage for its
st concert of the semester to
rform a variety of musical lit·ature, Moss said.
Included on the Concert
and 's program will be Kaen 's symphonic music from
e motion picture "Robin
.ood," which will be conducted
'Y graduate assistant Brian
.ainwater.
Also on the program will be
the standard "Chorale and
lleluia" by Hanson which will
conducted by gradl.Late assisnt Paul Sainer, Moss slrtd.
He added the group will also
!play "Folk Festi"val," the traditional Irish lullaby "Deir in De,"
hance 's "Variations on a
Korean Folk Song" and the Spanish march "Amparitci Roca" by
Texidor.
"There is something for all
musical tastes on this concert,"
Moss said. "It should be appealing to all listeners.
"The students have worked
very hard, and are looking for-

ward to performing for an enthusiastic audience," he added.
At 7:30 p.m. Eastern's Faculty Woodwind Trio, featuring
Kathleen Cook on flute, Richard
Barta on clarinet and Bernard
Borah cin bassoon, will perform
pieces by a variety of international composers, Cook said.
Cook said the trio, all of
whom are music department
faculty members, will perform
works by German composers
Caspar Kummer and Anton
Biersack, Italian composer
Giuseppe Cambini and American composers Walter Piston
and Mabel Daniels.
She added the pieces are from
various musical periods including baroque, classical and con,
temporary.
"This concert should be very
crowd appealing," Cook said.
"The music is not elitist, people
don't have to be music prone to
enjoy it.
She also said that although
this will be the last full-length
performance by the trio on campus this semester, they will be
performing at an art museum in
Terre Haute this March.
Both concerts this Sunday are
open to the public and free of
charge.

Mexico abroad
program earns
semester hours
By CASSIE SIMPSON
Activities editor

MARK PORTER /Staff photographer

Balance
Marketing major Rob Hunsaker rides his unicycle Thursday afternoon
on the sidewalk outside Booth Library.

Diabetes battle taken up by campus fraternity
Diabetes Foundation. "It'll be
from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m."
The motto of the foundation is,
Eastern 's Sigma Chi fraternity · "the only remedy is a cure," she
will sponsor a fundraiser for the added.
Juveni'le Diabetes Foundation
Zimmerle said juvenile diaSaturday on Lincoln Avenue.
betes usually strikes children, but
The fraternity will have a can can also hit adults up to 30 years
shake to raise money to help of age. Many people with diafund research to find a cure for betes are insulin dependent and
children who suffer from dia- have to have daily injections of
betes.
insulin, she added.
"Sigma Chi is going to be colZimmerle's son has diabetes
lecting money on Lincoln," said and he has 14 injections a week
Linda Zimmerle of the Juvenile of insulin, plus 16 blood tests

By CASSIE SIMPSON

Activities editor

Sunday.
An investigation is continuing.
• Max R; Mills, 505 N. Division
St., and Glen and James Pugh,
1801 Ninth St., were arrested on
charges of disorderly conduct
Sunday at My Place, 727 Seventh
St.
•Kay Keown, 17, 616 Greenbriar Court, reported Sunday that
the front passenger side door window of her car was broken out and
her purse was stolen.
The incident occurred in the
parking lot of the Charleston
Lanes Bowling Alley. There are no
suspects in the case.

each week, she said.
"(The number of injections
and blood tests needed each
week) varies on the child and
their conditions," Zimmerle
noted.
More than 12 million people
in the United States have diabetes, which affects blood sugar
and insulin production, and it is
the leading cause of blindness·in
adults, she said.
"It is the number one reason
why people are in (kidney) dialysis machines," Zimmerle said.

"The disease breaks down the
nervous system and also effects
blood vessels in the eyes. People
with diabetes are prone to amputations because they don't heal
very well.
"We really appreciate Sigma
Chi f_or helping out," she added.
The Juvenile Diabetes Foundation meets once a month on the
third Saturday of the month and
anyone is welcome to attend,
Zimmerle said. Locations of the
meetings are set on a rotating
basis, she added.

Students interested in spending six weeks in Mexico to earn
eight semester hours in botany,
Spanish or bJ.Isiness can now
contact botany Professor
Charles Arzeni, coordinator of
the summer study program.
"It .is a fully accredited program so they (the credits
earned) will transfer to Eastern," Arzeni said.
Arzeni, who has been in
charge of the program for 25
years, said the price of the program is $965 and includes tuition, modern dorm rooms,
social programs, medical attention and insurance, and maid
service.
"It does not include airfare,"
Arzeni noted. "We will fly out
of Chicago or St. Louis as a
group."
Arzeni will conduct two
botany courses and two independent courses as part of the
program. Other classes students
can sign up for include courses
from the Intensive Spanish
Program, the ·Business in
Mexico Program a.n d Special
Culture Courses.
Students will stay on the
campus of the University of
Monterrey, Arzeni said.
"It is a real modern campus
surrounded by the mountains,"
he added. "It is lovely."
Food is also not included
within the price, but Arzeni said
it will only cost about $8 a day
to eat.
"It is $100 to register and that
is deductible from the $965," he
said.
Orientation for the program
will be in the April for all students interested in going to
Mexico, and Arzeni said all parents are invited to attend.
"Everyone who has been
there wants to go back," he
noted.

Talent abound
..

Mu~ic students to host Dvorak Concert Hall crowd Friday
By STEVE LYSAKER
Staff writer

Numerous students will share their musical talents with the public Friday in two
recitals to be held in Dvorak Concert Hall.
Students involved in the music preparatory program will give a recital at 4 p.m.
Friday, said Karen Sanders, coordinator of
the preparatory program. She added the concert will be the first of three concerts this

semester that will allow students involved in
the program to showcase their talents.
Sanders said the concert will feature many
duets and the original compositions of several students in the program. She said some of
the staff members will also perform.
According to Sanders, the staff for the
program is a mix of upper class students who
have an interest in teaching, plus some community members and graduate assistants.
She added the staff have weekly private

lessons with the students involved in the program.
"This should be a very interesting program,'"Sanders said. "The styles range from
classical to pop and jazz to contemporary."
Also on Friday will be the 7:30 p.m. student recital of sophomore percussionists
Terri Goodner and Troy Roark.
Goodner said she and Roark, both percussion music education majors, will each play
a timpani piece, a marimba piece and a mul-

tiple, which consists of one person playing a
variety of percussion instruments. Goodner
added her multiple will feature 13 instruments along with piano accompaniment.
She said the recitals are a requirement in
the percussion department, and she and
Roark each practice about two or three hours
every day. She noted that she has been practicing longer as the recital nears.
Both recitals Friday are free of charge and
open to the public.
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.U of I leads
college
cutbacks
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(AP) State spending cuts in
higher education are prompting
administrators, faculty and students at some campuses to fight
back with philanthropy.
. .
: Alb
t oug h f orce d tuition
mcreases and student protests
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"I have never seen students
coming up with such an imaginative proposal," she said in a telephone interview from the organization's Washington office.
An association
. . survey. f ound j
that 19 states reduced fundmg for
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respon~s !o. the cutbacks, a num-

ber of mdividuals and groups on
campuses around the country
recently decided to give something up to help the neediest stu.dents. .
• At least three new presidents
of colleges or univ~rsities ch?se
to forgo elaborate mauguration
ceremonies to free up more funds
for scholarships.
• The student government of a
New York college expanded an
emergency loan fund at the
expense of student activities.
• T~e st~dent g?v~rnment at
the Umversity of Ilhnois asked all
students to vote on whether they

to help students who are losing
some of their scholarship money.
And 69 current and former faculty members at the school agreed
to contribute to a fund for needy
students, whether the tuition
increase passes or not.
The proposal to raise u of I
tuition is aimed at offsetting a
loss of $924 000 in state scholarships. Resul~s of the referendum
were expected late Thursday.
The very idea of students voting on a tuition increase is
"remarkable," said Gay Clyburn,
spokeswoman for the American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities.

---~~-~----~-

1992 and nine .~ore. expect t?.
The average tuition mcrease m
the states that sustained mid-year
cuts was 14.4 percent.
. The proposed $~0 t~ition
increase· at the Umversity of
Illinois in Champaign was rushed
onto the ?allot for a re~ular student election after Gov. Jim Edgar
and the General Assembly in
January ordered 3 percent budget
cuts in all state agencies.
The voter turnout of more than
5,000 on Tuesday and Wednesday
was ~t least l ,?OO mor~ than in
previous electio~s, said Kathy
Metro, who chairs the Student
Election Commission.
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Buy any 6" sub at regular menu price, get 2nd
6" regular sub (of equal or lesser value) for 89¢
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<>ne offer per coupon
•Good at Charleston, IL store only
not be used in combination with other
oont offers (including sub club cards)
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forced the city to provide beds
"The current system must be for all who asked, New York has
seen as the failure it is and be housed thousands - right now
restructured," declared the New about 23,000 each night.
York City Commission on the
Despite an annual cost of
Homeless in an inch-thick report $18,000 per person, many get
released last week.
little more than a cot and a blanThe commission, headed by ket in armories where drug
Andrew Cuomo, son of Gov. abuse and violence are rampant.
Mario Cuomo, told the city to So an estimated 50,000 others
get out of the shelter business prefer sleeping on the street,
and turn the task of helping · according to the Coalition for
homeless people over to private the Homeless.
organizations that can do it betThe city also had built 26,700
ter and cheaper. Andrew Cuomo units of permanent hou~ing for
heads HELP, a non-profit foun- the homeless since 1984 - more
dation to build temporary hous- than the federal government creing for the homeless.
ated nationwide.
• .,
After a 1981 court case
..,-.;,.. .,.,~. ·:.~~--l..JJ
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" ALL INVENTORY
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Homeless policy labeled a failure·
NEW YORK (AP) - It was not
for lack of trying, but after 10
years and $2 billion, New York
City's efforts to help the homeless have been termed an utter
failure.
The conclusion is no surprise
to New Yorkers who encounter
ragged people sleeping, panhandling, mumbling and shivering
in doorways, subways and cardboard-box shanties all ·over
town. An estimated 50,000 peopie sleep on the streets.
The pronouncement of failure
comes not from advocates for
the homeless or fiscal critics,
but from a commission appointed by Mayor David Dinkins
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Got a Group? Get the Scoop.!

.YOU1NGSTOWN
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Bed.room
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·ALL PlzzAS INCLUDE FREE EXTRA CHEESE.
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILABLE.
NO LIMIT ON PIZZAS•. LIMITED TIME OFFER.
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IOisltlwash:errs

[ ] Garbage

rn BasiG: CaJrlle IPai.C
[ ] Ce111trall Al'.c

ExtravanganZZa

·..

llmllld porllanl ol 9 IDpplnga far 1he price ol 4: pepperoni,
aauuge, graund ...,, lwn, rnunaom., onlont. er-n peppers,
tuck allw11nddoublechlele:
·
·

Deluxe ·

Let Sherlock "Homes••· Sno:
You The Way!

59llppinglfar1he price ol 4: ~•. . . . . anlanl, er-n
peppers Md nuhraaml.

Veg I
.5IDppil)alfar1he price ol 4: cnon., er-n p9pp.a, nuhroarila,
tuck a1i.. a double chMM

MeatZZa

CAMBRIDGE & NANTUCKET

345-23 63
1

~·

4 topplnga far 1he price of 3: peppeftll'll, . . . . n giuund beef I
ham.

348-1626

D_OMINO'S PIZZA, CHARLES
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erb_
ian leader says Economy may seal Bush's fate
ugoslavian war over
WASHIN~ON (AP) - If you

RADE, Yugoslavia (AP) ident Slobodan Milosevic of
· who led his republic into a
1us conflict with Croatia in a
attempt to hold Yugoslavia
:ther, declared the war over
1y.
appeared to be responding to
1ting opposition inside Serbia
the war's human and economH. Many Serbs have turned
inst the once popular leader and
:demanding his resignation.
'oday we can say that most of
agony in our country is over,
that conditions now exist for
peaceful and democratic soluof the Yugoslav crisis," Mil-

osevic told Serbia's parliament as a
U.N.-mediated truce stretched to
nearly two months.
In a rare public speech,
Milosevic also seemed to move
away from previous insistence that
Serb-dominated regions in other
republics be united with Serbia. He
said Serbia's union with tiny
Montenegro in a smaller Yugoslavia was "the best option." Croat
leaders had vowed to fight giving
up any territory.
The Serb issue also is an explosi ve one in Bosnia-Hercegovina,
which has a divisive mix of Muslim
Slavs, Orthodox Serbs and Roman
Catholic Croats.

. Pagliai's Pizza

want to be precise, some political
scientists say you should know
shortly after 8:30 in the morning
of July 2 who's going to win the
election.
That's when the Bureau of
Labor Statistics will issue the
unemployment rate for June.
If June's rate is lower than
January's 7.1 percent, President
Bush can relax, fairly confident of
renewing his lease on the White
House, says Michael Lewis-Beck. ·
A political scientist at the
University of Iowa, Lewis-Beck
is a student of the relationship
between economic conditions and
election results. .
He says no postwar president
has been defeated when the economy was going his way and

Dwight Eisenhower is the only
one re-elected when it wasn't. Ike
won despite an upturn in unemployment in his fourth year in
office.
Others in the field are not quite
so mechanical about it, but they
generally agree that the economic
tide that runs in early summer will
determine November's outcome.
"It's basically a lock for Bush
so long as the economy is on an
upswing," said Thom Yantek, a
political scientist at Ohio's Kent
State. "If the economy is improving by mid-summer, we expect
Bush to win re-election. Then he's
got to do something to blow it, its
his to lose."
A mild disclaimer comes from
William Mishler, a University of
South Carolina political scientist,

><'.""

who sees a four to eight-month
lag between a turnaround in the
economy and a broad public sense
that better times are at hand.
"The economy needs to turn
around soon for it to register on
public opinion in time for Bush to
get a boost come October or
November," Mishler said. "No
time. is too soon for the economy
to turn around for George Bush."
He contends that "if the
Democrats nominate an effective
spokesperson, he could make a
case that the economy is in worse
shape than it is, or in dire straits,
even if the indicators suggest otherwise.
"Or, the Republicans could
make the case that it is improving,
even if the impr<>vement is just a
glimmer," he added.
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Unless Stated
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Late Nite Special
'REE Semi-Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 10 p.m.
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Panther Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN

'° Jlriday
_C omedy Night
Featuring fro~ Chicago:

New - Just in for Spring
Golf Shoes by Nike

Annivar & Tim-Kantlnski
Starts at 9.:30
· $2.00 cover
$1.50 Well Drinks ·
-

.. Saturday

$1. 50 Well Prinks·
50¢ Coors Light Drafts
SO¢ Cherry Bombs

NOW

NEW JUSTDOIT.0 NEW! Men's tt
Women s
Spring Apparel
Ocean Pacific
M"en's '&Women's & Spring Apparel
1

NOW ..
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Sunday

by Gimmie fnt'L

ALL YOU CAN EAT

~
NOW~

SPAGHETTI BUFFET $2.50
50¢ Coors Light Drafts
Open 5-11 p.m:
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The Daily Eastern
News cannot be
respon~ible for more
than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at
581-2812. A corrected ad will appear in
the next edition.
All classified advertising must meet the
2 p.m. deadline to
appear in the next
day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2
p.m. will be published
in the following days
newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled after
the 2 p.m. deadline.
.Classified ads must
be paid in advance.
Only accounts with
established credit may
be billed.
All
Advertising
submitted to The
Daily Eastern News is
subject to approval·
and may be revised,
rejected, or canceled
at any time.
The Daily Eastern
News assumes no liability if for .any reason
it becomes necessary
to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/
ScHOOLS

HELP WANTED
WANTED _
ADOPTION

RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES

fO!l RENr
f'.OR SALE

LOST &. FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The

"My Secretary" Resume Service.
New location ; For appointment
call 345-1150.
--,---,--..,--------5/1
FREE Battery & ·electrical tests.
FREE installation. Battery Specialists 151·9 Madison Ave.
Charleston. 345-VOLT.
~~~~~~~c.a2/24,26,28

ANGELCARE DAYCARE, The
Place for your child. We have first
and second shift openings. 3451333.

Panama City Trips - $129-209 .
Beach · Front Rooms . Call Kim or
Kristen 581-8014.
·
---~-----2/28

CRUISE LINES NOW HIRING Students
Ne.eded!
Earn
$2000+/month & World travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean).
Cruise Staff, Gift Shop, Tour
Guides, '
Waiter/Waitress,
etc ... Holid?Y, Summer and
Career Employment available. No
experience necessary. Cal[ 1206-545-4548 ext. C251.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
ALASKA JOBS. Fishing, Education , Oil, Engine~ring & more.
Weekly info. ALASKEMP: (503)
754-6051 EXT.9.
~----,-~~~~~~-2/28
$40,000/yr! . READ BOOKS and
TV Scripts. Fill our simple
"like/don't like" form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 Hour Recording 801. 379-2925 Copyright #IL14KEB . .
----~-----4/16
Spend the summer in the Catskill
Mtns. of NY. Receive a meaningful summer experience working in
a residential camp for persons
with developmental disabilities.
Positions are available for Counselors, Program Leaders, Cabin
Leaders, and Nurses. All students
are encouraged to apply-especially those who are majoring or
considering allied health fields.
Season dates: June 2 to August
21st. Good Salary, Room &
Board,
and some travel
allowance. Call Denise 217-5818084. Or send letter to Camp
Jened, P.O. Box 483, Rock Hill
NY 12775. (914) 434-2220.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
Sitter" needed in my home,
evenings. Call Carla 345-6906
after 5:00.
,.,.,.----,--.,--,--,---,---~--=,.....3/3
Wanted: Music from The Brady
Bunch. Will pay for songs. Please
call 581-8029Ron.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/28
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FORM

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone:

Students D Yes

•

D No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

WORK OUTDOORS, SEPARATE NORTHERN MINNESOTA, BOYS AND GIRLS CAMP.
Seeking high-energy, up beat
individuals with a sincere interest
in children. Positions available
include: cabin counselors, boardsai Ii ng instructors, summer
instructors, sailing specialists,
swim directors, horseback directors, bicycle specialists, supervisory positions, cooks and kitchen
workers . To apply: Camp Thunderbird, 10976 Chambray Ct., St.
Louis, MO, 63141 .
.,,.--,-...,-,...,--,---,---,--~--,--2/28
Break Week, Inc. is preparing its
next Women of Spring Break
Swimsuit Calendar for 1993 and
is still searching for a few models.
If you are going-to be in Florida
during Spring Break, 1992, look
great in a swimsuit, are a fulltime
college student and are inte_rested in appearing in out nationally
distributed calendar for 1993,
please send a picture along with
your name and address.to l3.W.1.,
P.O. Box 172125, Tampa Florida
33672-0125. This is an excellent
opportunity for aspiring models
and you will be paid for your time
as well as being eligible for profitsharing.

A WONDERFUL LIFE awaits the
baby who joins our family ... devoted, playful parents, a loving
three-year-old brother, lots of fun
and love, er good education, and
every opportunity for happiness.
Let's talk; we can help each
other. Expenses paid . Call collect: Arlynn & Ron, (217)3674769 .
_ _ __ _ ca2/21,28,3/6, 13

APARTMENT RENTALS NOW,
SUMMER , AND FALL. PHONE
348-7746.
5/1
Now renting for . la.11-2 bedroom
.furnished apartments . McArthur
Manor. 913-917 4th St. 345-2231 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Nice, close to campus furnished
houses for 1991-92 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 1/2
month lease, $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.
~c--=-~,--,-~~~~__,.-5./1
LEASING for fall-furnished apartments and houses. clean, excellent condition. No pets. 345-7286.
~~~~~~~~~-5/1
CAMPUS SQUARE APTS. 2 or 3
bedroom for 2-3 students. 10 mo.
lease. Call 345-3100 from 3-9
p.m.
•

'

'

0

••

-----~---·3/6

ACROSS
1 Carson
predecessor
5 Compass pt.
8Vitelfus
12 Saint Peter
Gonzalez
13 Nestling 's noise
15 Cognate
16 Beloved, in
Berlin
11-Valhalla group
18 Alto preceder
19 Poem by4
Down
21 Larrigan
22 Hwys.
23 Jackie Mason ' s
bit

2 LARGE HOUSES ON 9TH ST. t438 5BR FOR 6 GIRLS & 1436
4BR FOR 5 GIRLS. CALL B & K
RENTALS AT 345-6621 OR 3488349.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
ROOMS FOR RENT - 1808
NINTH-CHARLESTON. WOMEN
ONLY. INTERSESSION, SUMMER,
FALL
&
SPRING
SEMESTERS. FULLY FURNISHED, LARGE KITCHEN, PRIVATE PARKIN\3. $150 PER
MONTH + UTILITIES (708)7893772.
=--~~,.....,.....~~-~2/28
Ratts University Drive townhouses. 2 bedrooms. 2 or 3 people.
Call 345-6115.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
5 BDRM apt. for students, partially furnished. Call 345-4156 for
information.
_ _ _ca 2/17,19,21,24,26,28
THREE BEDROOM HOUSES
1806 11TH, 1036 2ND; 2 BEDROOM APTS. 415 Harrison. Call
348-5032.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
Large house 1 1/2 block from
campus . 5-6 people. 345-50~2.
_ _ _ _-_· ca2/24,26,28,3/2,4,6
2 subleasors needed for 2 bedrm.
apt. - May-Aug. All util. incl. Neat,
clean, rent negot. Call 345-3028.
~~~~~~~~~2/28
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
1611 9TH STREET. 1 block east
Old Main. Completely furnished.
One -2 bedroom apt., available
summer only. Call 345-7136.
---------~2/28
Brittany Ridge Townhouse - 1-5
females for ·1992-93. Includes
washer/dryer, micro, GD, dishwasher, and more. Call 3457379.
3/6
37"-=B-=R~H=oc-cu=s-=E-cF=cO""'R=-cc3-cP""'E""'oo--='p LE
AT 1307 4TH ST. CALL B & ·K
RENTALS AT 345-6621 OR 3488349.
_ ________
· 5/1
Three be.droom house 912 Division, Charleston. Partially furnished. Large kitchen, backyard.
Females only. Ayailable Fall '92.
948-5316. :
_, - '..' .~ :~·-~
f"-.i\-f

SUNNY, SEXY DAYTONA
STILL AVAIIABLE
7 Nights at a Superior Quality
Beach Front Hotel
(All Rooms Ocean View)
Deluxe Transportation In Our
Super Party Bus Included.
Call FRANK TODAY AT

348-0783
There's a reason we sell out.
No one offers what we do
for $249. 00
L-------------------~

26 Diminishes
29 Imprecate
31 Angler's spear
32 Lunar
appearance
35 Poem by4
Down
39 Duplicitous
40 Japan 's first
capital
-41 Silk tree
42Whim
44 Stinko
47 Jim-d"andy
48Beat1t
49 Home of 4
Down
55 Greek vowels
57 Hockey ploy

Compositor _ _ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

no. words/days
Payment:

D

Cash

D

Check

D

~;:;; 2,/28'

1

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad

~I

r-------------------,
PANAMA CITY SOLD OUT!

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~;i.o'i

~ l'.u o..'. .J 1 >1

i

Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves.the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

, ...,_¥¥ff(,;
"~

'"'

58 Tract
59 Long
60 Urbanite 's
quarters
61 Subject
62 Serai
63 Denials

SPACIOUS THREE BEDROOM
For rent - Available Au
APARTMENT, EXCELLENT
newly remodeled 5 be
CONDITION. QUIET RESIDENhouse with 2 sun porches
TIAL APARTMENT BUILDING ' of space. Call Eli Sidwell&!
AT
300
HARRISON.
ciates. 348-0191.
$480/MONTH. 10 MONTH
LEASE. DAVID MCGRADY, 1For rent - one bedroom
232-1116, LEAVE MESSAGE. _
ment available June 1
bedroom apartment avai
-~~~-~~~~-3/2
2 - 1BR APT, 2 BLOCKS SO. OF
August 1. Walking dista
DOWNTOWN, ON 6TH ST.
EIU . Call Eli Sidwell &
CALL B & K RENTALS AT 345ates. 348-0191.
6621 OR 348-8349.
5/1
~4B~R~H=o~u=s=E-=F=o-=R-c5~P~E~O~P~L~EAT

-60 MADISON. CALL B & K
RENTALS AT 345-6621 OR 3488349.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
5BR HOUSE FOR 6 PEOPLE
1309 4TH ST. CALL B & K
RENTALS AT 345-6621 OR 3488349.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Leasing for Fall, 1992 . Nice
·apartments, close to campus.
Apartments for 2, 3, 4, and 6 students. One person efficiency
available also. Call 345-7248.
3/5
=s~u=B~LE=A~S~o=-=R=s~N~E~E~D""'E~D=-=FoR

SUMMER. GREAT LOCATION!
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS. ASK
FOR BRANDON AT 345-7302.
~--------3/11

Female subleasors nee
summer . Best location!
$138/month. Call Jenny
5389.

5 BEDROOM HOUSE
NISHED 1 OR 2 BEDR
FURNISHED APT FOR l
MER, FALUSPR. 348-5937

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have weekend masses on
6:30 p.m. and Sun. at 11 :00 a.m . at Buzzard Auditorium.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Mardi Gras Party
Feb. 29 from 8:00 p.m. til 1 :00 a.m. at the Newman Center. Live
Quintessence. Euchre tournament begins at 9:00 p.m. $25.
Prize. $1 .0ncover at the door:
RECREATIONAL _SPORTS will be taking entries for Table ii
beginning today from -2-11 p.m. in SRC Lobby.
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU Lighthouse will be open tonig
9:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. at the Wesley Foundation Student Centi
Lighthouse is a bar alternative. Music/dancing and fun begin
p.m. Look for the flashing light across· ffom Lawson Hall. Open
Friday night.
WESLEY FOUNDATION will offer a free Sunday Supper at 5:1
at the Wesley Foundation Student Center. Please stop by or call
34~-8191 to let us kf]QW, you ar~ coming .
FlEC8.EAJJtl~AL;.$P.PB
_ rn_.~iJ\~e taking entries lo\ ,Aifle,.-y t.odi
~n j>'. m. 'itt'SRC'~\))JQY :['UraS!f'pring your validatedfslliden"flo:
AL.'.PHAPHI OMEGA will have a Campus Clean up on Sat.,
1:00 p.m. Meet at the rock.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA reminder to either work or give blood today,
Union Ballroom.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a Praise and
Service on S\Jn., March 1 at 10:30 a.m. at the Christian Cami
located south of Lawson Hall. Prayer meeting at 9:30. Com
donuts and juice. Call 345-6990 for rides or info. Everyone is

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one
any event. All Clips should be submitted. to The Daily E
office by noon one business day before the date of the ev1
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday,
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible
conflicting information will not be run.

2

3

4

12

fO

19

64 Famed Ferrara
family

DOWN
" 1 Riches
2 Et - 3 US.A.
4 Pulitzer poet
5 Shanties
6 Porkfish
7 Viking name
a Prate
9 Giraffe relative
10 Fragrant shrub
11 End a gin game 159
13 Wo rks with
wicker
162
14 Introduce
20 Messed
33 C1g
24 Stag
46 Corn husker city
25 Su rvey, in a way 34 Saarmen
47 Advance s
26 Small spy
36 'Th ink nothing
50 J . K . Galbraith ·s
. 27 Thai -tender
field
28 To name 37 Priestly
st Lush
38 Actor Pendleton
29 Units of
42 Poor quality
loudness
wool
30 Driver, e.g .
-43 H.S. subject
3~ 17th-century
44 Dispiriting
··
opener
45 Door catcl1

.. " " . . .

coin
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nl
ALITY HOUSES 1 1/2
KS FROM OLD MAIN. 6
'S EACH. 2-3 BATHS, 5-6
OOMS, 92-93 SCHOOL
, FURNISHED. 348-8406.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
irts for quality house. 92-93
I year, near Old Main, 3
ms, furnished. 348-8406.
•
5/1
~ent: Close to campus, all
3 bedroom house, w/o
.up, A/C, trash furnished.
.00 each. 1 bedroom apt.
rx. 1 or 2 people, A/C, parfurnished, $320.00 mo. 2
m apt. A/C. family or grad
ts. 345-4602.
3/6
.,li,....s""'u""'"'B,..,.L-=E,_,.A_,,.s..,,.o-=R_,,.S-,N""'"'E""'E=D ED
SUMMER! 1 bedroom, furred apt. $130 a month; air
itioner. Please call at 348_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/5
to Rent that perfect apartor house? Find it in the
Eastern News Classifieds.
Today!

'86 Pontiac 6000. Exe. working
cond. 46,000 miles. Good gas
mileage. $4400. 348-7875.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
IBM compatible computer, color
monitor, 640K 30meg hard drive,
2 floppy drives, mouse. 581-5530
$700.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Tan carpet. Good condition. 12 x
8. $45 obo. Call 581-8062. Ask
for Marc or Allen .
5/1
s=T=E=R=E=O_,l,.,.N~G-=R-=E,..,.A-=T,-C=o~N D 1TION. INCLUDES: INTEGRATED
RECEIVER, CASSETIE DECK,
TURNTABLE, FOUR SPEAKERS
AND CABINET. $395. CALL 3488174 AFTER 5:00 P.M .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Muscle car 70 Monte Carlo.
$2000. Kenwood receiver 250
watts per channel. $200. 5815717.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
FOR SALE: Karate leg - Stretching machine & "power stretcher".
Use seated and back-lying. $200
348-5189.

For sale: '77 Caprice Classic. No
rust. $500. Call 348-8545 after 5
p.m.
511

~M~A~C,-..,,.C~L~A=s=s~1c,.-..,.2~oo~o~K~H,..,-A.RD

DISK 40,000K. INCLUDES KEYBOARD, MOUSE, DISKPAD,
COVERS, SOFTWARE, 1-YR.
WARRANTY. 581-6848.
~----~----·511
AKC Rothweiller puppies, 8
weeks, 3 females left. 2 black, 1
brown. $200 OBO. 348-1993.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _511
CHEAP! FBllU.S. SEIZED: 89 Mercedes .. $200; 86 VW .. $50; 87 Mercedes .. $100; 65 Mustang .. $50.
Choose from thousands starting
$25 . FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details 801-379-2929
Copyright #IL 14KJC.
-=-------=.,.---....,-,---.,,4/16
Scooter: Honda Elite, 80cc, 2 person, 1 112 years old, red, fun!
$1200.
Call
___
_ Melanie
_ _ _348-0975.
_ _ _.511
Guitar, Electric Gibson, with modifications. $175 OBO. Pedals too.
After 5:30 p.m. 5753.

prior to the ceremonies in Lantz
Fieldhouse to form the processional.

·axtbook Sales for the Spring
master will be in progress
Inning, Monday, February
Brenda Guppy
Commencement Coordinator
, and will end on Tuesday,
h 31st. Students may pur,es, at full replacement cost,
CDS ADVISEMENT &
ks checked out to them for
INFORMATION
s in which they are currentrolled, subject to the availThe Department of Communiof replacements. Students
cation Disorders & Sciences will
hold . a Career Information and
to bring the textbooks in
them at the time of purchase.
Group Advisement Session on
k Rental Service hours of
Thursday, March 5, 1992, in
ation are 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
Room 201/202 of the Clinical Ser., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
vices Building. Freshman and
day thru Friday.
~
'" ,., .,sqpljan1.ore CDS;(najo~s and'stlJ,.
dents interested in a CDS major
should attend the 7:00 p.m. group
meeting. Individual advisement
sessions will follow each group
meeting. Students interested in
PARKING HOLDS
CDS may call 538-2712 for more
information.
ue to recent budget cuts the
'varsity Police Dept. will not be
Robert M. Augustine
rding out delinquent letters to
1se students with outstanding
CDS Department Chair
king or campus citations.
Holds are currently being put
TEST DEADLINE
the records of those students
unpaid citation/s. Students
All individuals planning to take
one or more of the required Illihave questions regarding the
us of their citations may connois State Teacher Exams on
April 11, 1992, but who have not
t the University Police Dept.
king Services Division Monregistered, should note that
tomorrow, February 29, is the
- Friday from 8:00 a.m. - 3:30
. by calling 581-5416.
registration deadline. To beat this
deadline applications must be
. Ron Osborne
postmarked no later than tomor·ector of Parking Services
row. Registration Bulletins and
additional information are availSPRING 1992
able in the College of ·Ecfucation,
COMMENCEMENT
Buzzard Building 210.
Spring 1992 Commencement
be held on Saturday, May 9,
Lantz Gymnasium. The marchorder for the morning ceremoat 10 a.m. will be the College
Applied Sciences, School of
ult and Continuing Education
G/BA Degree Program), and
College of Liberal Arts and
iences. The marching order for
2 p.m. afternoon ceremony
;1 be the Graduate School and
n the Colleges of Fine Arts;
alth, Physical Education, and
reation; Business; and Eduion.
The faculty marshal honored in
morning ceremony will be Dr.
~yne Ozier, representing the
~lege of Ap"plied Sciences. The
1culty marshal honored in the
ernoon ceremony will be Dr.
bert Meier, representing the
mpkin College of Business.
.o in the afternoon ceremony,
. Ted Sanders will be awarded
.astern's Honorary Doctor of
blic Service degree in recognin of his outstanding contribus in the field of education.
Informational packets, includcap and gown ordering infor~tion, will be mailed just prior to
ring break to the graduation
ndidates at their permanent
resses. The deadline for mail
er of cap and gown in April 10.
All faculty are encouraged to
rticipate in Commencements.
1ose who wish to rent regalia
lhould contact the Commence1ent Office in Old Main 21-9 (518:92) prior to April 10.
Students and faculty and platrm party assemble one hour

George W. Schlinsog
Associate Dean, College of
Education
SUMMER/FALL
REGISTRATION

Registration for Summer and
Fall will begin March 9. You must
pay the advance deposit and (if
undergraduate) be advised
before you may phone in your
registration on a touch-tone telephone. Read the schedule bulletin for complete information.
The schedule bulletins are available in the Registration Office
after they appear in THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS.

Students assigned to the Academic Assistance Center must
make an appointment to register
for the Summer and/or Fall, 1992
term. Students assigned to the
Center are ALL freshman, prebusiness majors and students
who have not declared or met
admission requirements to their
selected majors. The appointment must be made in person.
PHONE CALLS FOR APPOINTMENT DATES WILL NOT BE
ACCEPTED . The Assistance
Center is located in Blair Hall,
Room #100 . Office hours are
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m.
-4:30 p.m.
C.B. Campbell, Director
Academic Assistance
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER

March 3 their will be Mock
Interview Practice at 3:00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m. in the Martinsville Rm. University Union. All students
welcome.
Shirley Stewart, Director
Career Planning and Placement
Center

Protect yourself against assault,
theft. Get a state-of-the-art alarm
for your auto, dorm or personal
protection. Call Rob at 345-7106,
leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _313

LOST: Sharp calculator outside
Science Building. Call 348-5596.
---=--------,-312
FOUND: GOLDEN RETRIEVER.
Approx. 1-2 years old. Call Dave
or Wendi 345-6167.
~-------~3/2
LOST: BROWN LEATHER COAT
IN ROOM 109A COLEMAN. If
honest call, 581-6578.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _312

1;•11-11
GET A QUALITY BASE TAN
FOR SPRING BREAK AT THE
EUROPEAN TAN SPA. 345911+1.
_ _ca2/24,26,28 3/2,4,6,9, 11

dents - NOT the local addresses. Please be sure that you have
requested a change of address
with Housing if there has been a
change in your HOME ADDRESS
to which grades will be mailed.
John H. Conley
Registrar
CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION

The Constitution Examination
will be given on Tuesday, March
10. Register in person from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through
Friday at the booth in the Union
Bookstore Lounge; bring a photo
ID (driver's license preferred) and
$2 for the fee. The registration
period for this exam is February 8
- March 3.
You may retake this exam as
many times as necessary to
pass, but on scheduled dates
only.
David K. Dodd
Director of Testing Services
DROP DEADLINE

The deadline for dropping a
class and receiving an automatic
"W" for the class is MONDAY,
MARCH 9. Be sure to call in on
the Touch-Tone System at least
15 minutes before closing time .

STUDENT GRADE REPORTS

At the close of each
period, Student Grade
are mailed to the
ADDRESSES listed by

Calvin

grading
Reports
HOME
the stu-

and

f>..

St-\fil

tr..~

'IOJ

Those students who are academically dismissed for low
scholarship at the close of Spring
Semester 1992 are not eligible for
enrollment in Summer Term or in
Intersession which is part of Summer Term. Intersession rosters
will be checked, and those students who registered and are dismissed will be notified that they
will be withdrawn from Intersession and the rest of Summer
Term.
John H. Conley
Registrar
UNCLEAR RECORDS

The Academic records for students who have outstanding obligations with such departments as
Booth Library, Athletic Department, Textbook Rental Service,
Financial Aids, Chemistry Department, Security, Housing, etc., will
be marked unclear. Each student
should check with all departments
to clear all obligations prior to
semester or summer term breaks
and/or leaving the University permanently.
Official transcripts for any student with an unclear record will
be withheld and not sent to any
one or any place. A hold on a student's record includes withholding
grade reports and precludes
readmission, registration, or graduation.
John H. Conley
Registrar

,.,-

For a student to be considered
a Spring Semester 1992 graduate, ALL graduation requirements
must be met by 4:30 p.m. on
Monday, June 1, 1992. This
means that any removals of
incompletes, changes of grades,
or official transcripts of academic
work from other institutions
-MUST reach the Records Office
by that date. If all requirements
are not met, the student should
reapply for graduation for Summer Term 1992 no later than
Monday, June 22, 1992.
John H. Conley
Registrar
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

. Students who plan to take any
work by correspondence from
some other college/university
MUST have that course approved
in the Records Office prior to
enrolling for the course. Students
should ask to see Mr. Conley or
Ms. Harvey to discuss work by
correspondence.

..

John H. Conley
Registrar
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Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration
REAPPLICATION FOR
GRADUATION

~IF~C~IP~A~N~H~E~L-:_3_0,_N-3~B~A~SK.ET-

BALL TOURNI AT LANTZ GYM
on Feb. 28-29. FOR MORE
INFO ., call 581-6563 OR 3454133.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/28
TAN LINES FOR SALE.
JAMAICAN TAN starting Monday·
open 8a.m. - 2 p.m., 5 p.m . - 9
p.m., Mon-Fri. 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. Sat.
Many openings. 1 O sessions=$22. Call for appoint. 3480357.
,-.,.,..---,-----,---,----,--314
Missed out on rush in January
or were just unsure about formal rush? Come check out
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA'S informal
rush parties on March 3rd and
4th to have your questions
answered . For rides or additional information, call Brian at 5816859.

by Bill Watterson

t-IC ?.:> WBl.., l'~ l~l"-IG ~~
~fffil"G Tut..i CAA D£\..1%R
~ SC-~"t> Pr..i~ Ck s~
01{

Vanessa, Lynette , Sandy and
Laura: Grab the K & C and let the
good times roll in St. Louie. Formal '92 will go unforgotten! ASA
L,ove, Anita.
2/28 '

GRADUATION REQUIREMENT
DEADLINE

Hobbes

Wt.LLC' 1'5 nus Tut:. 1-\~R\)~f>.Rt:
SiOR£? ~~. l'~ ~~\~
\~ 'f()J S'i:U. C~\r..\>\J\..I'S .

I

Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration

Panther Spring Break Blowout
South Padre-Cancun Spring
Break Trips from $189 and
$399. Have the time of your life!
For more information, call
Denise at 581-5058 NOW!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca1/30 2128
THE GUS BUS LEAVES THE
GUS LOT AT 9:30, 10:00,
10:30, AND 11 :30! PLEASE
DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/21,28
GET A QUALITY BASE TAN
FOR SPRING BREAK AT THE
EUROPEAN TAN SPA. 345911+1.
_ _ca2/24,26,28 312,4,6,9, 11
Chi Alpha - Christ's Ambassador's will be meeting in the
Bridge Lounge Wed. at 7:00 p.m.
Enjoy a thought provoking study
on the Holy Spirit.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/6
MIKE THE PIKE: Can't wait to
party in St. Louie. Formal will be
a blast. Love ya, ANITA. P.S.
Hope you're bringing your dancing shoes because I'm bringing
mine!

-. ,

Doonesbury

.~

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
y

Any student who has applied
for graduation for a future or summer term and then finds that
he/she will be graduating at a different time MUST reapply for
graduation in the Records Office.
There is no additional charge for
reapplying. Reapplications must
be accomplished no later than the
published deadline of the new
semester or summer term when
he/she plans to graduate. For
Summer Term 1992, the deadline
is Monday, June 22, 1992.
John H. Conley
Registrar
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Congratulations to LAURA DILL on being
named DELT SW~ETHEART. They couldn't
have picked a better person. Love your
ALPHA GAM sisters.
2128
G~E=To--A,-.,.a"""'u..,..A,-Ll=TY~B...,.A-=-sE=TA_N__,,F=o=R~SP""R1NG
BREAK AT THE EUROPEAN TAN SPA.
345-911+1.
~=--=.,..--ca2/24,26,28 3/2,4,6,9, 11
PIKES: Thanks for an AWESOME New
Year/Leap Year! We ahd a blast. Let's do it
again SOON! Love the ALPHA GAM
POLAR BEARS.
:---.,.,..----,=--.,----,---=-..,....,.,.-,---'2128
Candle, Zipperhead, Schilsky and the
Daughter: Hey girls St. Louis is going to be a
blast! Get ready! ASA Love, Cookie.
~----------_,2128
Amy: Hey you sad clown turn that frown
upside down at .ASA formal. Love, Kerrie &

Becky.
~...,...,,...,....,~..,.-,------,---,..,..--'2128
Eric & Matt: We're gonna have a blast in St.
Louie! Kim and Becky.
~---,~---,-~-----~2128

VANESSA, SANDY, LAURA AND ANITA:
Formal is finally here. Get ready to have a
blast in St. Louis. You guys are the best!
ASA Love, LYNETTE.

-~--=---------~2128

Brian Ernst: I'm looking forward to formal! St.
Louis will never be the same. ASA Love,
Kendyl.

"'

-~.,--~~~~-~~~-_,2128

ANNA, BERNICE and BUDD: Have a BUTT
good time at formal. Be good! ASA Love,
KELLY.

-~~~~~~~----_,2128

JULIE HUCKLEBERRY: Hoping you have a
wonderful ZOth birthday. Your old roomie
loves you! Krissi.

99

To the ladies of Phi Beta Chi: Wednesday
was a blast. Hope to do it again. KDR.
~~~~~~~~~~~~2128

K.D.R's: You made kidnapping fun! Phi Sig
pledges thank you for Saturday night. Hideand-seek anyone? Love, Cassie.

-----------~2128

AST DANCE-A-THON: Come join the ASTs
and KDR's for an unforgettable day! Sat.,
Feb. 29 1:30-6:30 P.M., at Stu's. Only $1 !
Specials and giveaways.

-----------~2128

THE GUS BUS THANKS BURRITO HEAVEN, FRIENDS & CO., IKE'S, MOTHER'S,
MY PLACE LOUNGE, ROC'S, STIX. STU'S,
TED'S, UPTOWNER, AND THRISTY'S FOR
ALL THEIR SUPPORT. LEAVING AT 9:30...
-----------~V28
BILL KOCH: Hey Brat! Leave your water gun
at home this weekend. Get psyched for formal. Anne.
,__..,,--,----,~c-::-----,-=~~--,-,...,..,v28
To the Iotas (and Pam), Get psyched for our
FIRST formal! St. Louis will be incredible.
ASA Love, Schmel.
~----------~2128
Tony Wielt: Can't wait to party at formal! St.
Louis won't be the same. Meet ya at the
PORCELAIN GOD! Love, your AGS,
Vanessa.
2128
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rmal is
gonna be awesome! Can't wait to party with
you guys. ASA Love, VANESSA.

~----------~V28

Nhoj, Bear, Scameron, Ern~t and Freddy:
Grab your loot and grab your suit. ASA formal will never be the same and we believe
you five will be to blame! ASA Love, Kristin,
Melanie, Jenny, Kendyl and Jenn.

.-=-'7-:--~=-c~-::-,~.,-.,,.,.--,,--~2128

~.,----,..,..,,--,-~~--,-----'2128

JOHN PILE OF SIGMA Pl: $46 better be
worth it. Thanks for the roses. Formal will be
a blast! LOVE, KRISTIN.

""""'-="'~"'""'--o-==--...,..,=-,..,...,...==.,----,-'2128

BLAKE: Sharing the past year has been
extraordinary. No one has ever made me so
happy. Sl Louis this weekend • Chicago the
next. I wouldn't dream of spending formal
with anyone else. I LOVE YotJ, KRIS.

Kristin and Nhoj: Can't wait to meet you guys
in St. Louie! Formal will be great! Love,
Jenny and Mike.
KYLE LEONARD of Pl KAPPA ALPHA,
STEVE MARCHO of DELTA CHI and BOB
JAROSCAK of GDI: Grab your suits and be
ready to hit the road at 9 a.m. sharp. St.
Louis is awaiting! ASA Love, jENNIFER,
TRACY and DENISE.

:-7""7-:-=-=.,---,----,------,--~2128

--~-~------~2128

~-----------'2128

Kerri and Brad: Formal is finally here! We are
all going to have so much fun. Can't wait to
see the Archl ASA Love, KOB and Blake.

~-----------'2128

TODAY IS THE DAY, IFCIPANHEL 3 ON 3
TOURNI STARTS TONIGHT AT 6 P.M.
PRIZES, T-SHIRTS.

Troy and Jim: Looking forward to ASA formal
in Sl LouisfWe're gonna have a blast Love,
Renee and Jennifer.
AMY WARD-You're almost there! You will
make a great Alpha Phi active! Love,
Annalise.

2128

N-A-N~C-Y_B._A-C....0-N-IS_A_L=EA_P_D_A_Y_,BABE.

WISH HER A HAPPY 5TH BIRTHDAY: P.S.
NANS, SOUTH PADRE IS GETTIN CLOSER. LOVE, TABE.

~~~--------~2128
BRAD: Get ready for a great weekend in St.
Louis I "Oh Brad Mitchell, you are my dream!"
Love ya-Kerri Jo.
~~~~---=--~_ __

_,2128

BRAD, KOS and BLA: Cross your fingers
.and hope that we make it to St. Louis! See
you at the Arch! Kerri Jo.
2128
A"-=T=T=E"""'N=T~IO~N~H-=O..,..M~E~C,-O~M..,..l..,..N~G-A-P~P""'LlcATIONS ARE STILL AVAILABLE IN ROOM
201 IN THE UNION. THEY ARE DUE
TODAY AT 4 P.M. SIGN UP FOR YOUR
INTERVIEW WHEN YOU TURN IN YOUR
APPLICATON.

l"
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A:-:-L-:--L-=R:-:-H:-::o,.-c""H
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·s,...,M....,.A.,...,N""o""'A=r=o-=R.,...,Y...,.M..,.,E'""ET1NG
SUNDAY NIGHT 6 :30 P.M. in University
Ballroom.

2128

A,..,.L-=E""'x"'1s=-=G=E:-:-N=E=T=s~K....
l:...,.Y<.,...o-u',..re-al,..m-o-st~therel
Keep that "CHIN" up. I am so proud of you!
Alpha Phi Love, Sue.

-----------'2128

=-=....,.,...-=--=-~~~~~~~~2128
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A-=T=T=EN'"""T=1-=o_N_H~O~M-E=c~o=M~IN-G~A~PP""""'L1cATIONS ARE STILL AVAILABLE IN ROOM
201 IN THE UNION. THEY ARE DUE
TODAY AT 4 P.M. SIGN UP FOR YOUR
INTERVIEW WHEN YOU TURN IN YOUR
APPLICATION.

-----------~2128

Come to the AST* KOR Dance-a-thonl Sat.,
Feb. 29, 1 :30-6:30 p.m. at Stu's. Only $11
Featuring the band GROUND ZERO.

-----------~2128

SANDY, LYNETTE AND ANITA: We're
gonna have a blast in St. Louie! I love you
guys! ASA Love, LAURA.

-----------~2128
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CHICAGO ROCKERS AT TED'S SATURDAY. "SLAM ST. JOAN" FORMERLY
"VALENTINO". ADMISSION $1.00 8-10
W/COUPON.
----------~2128 ·
Last day to sign up for IFC/PANHEL 3 on 3
Basketball. Call 345-4133 or 581-6563.
2128

MARK WOOD: Looking forward to a great
weekend in St. Louis. I can't wait! ASA Love,

-

JOD. KERRIE.AMY.PAM.SCHMEL~:giE:
Rebecca

-

-

-

3 W. Lincoln Av1
Charleston
345-4743

I
2128
KRIS O'BRIEN: TH E LAST Y EAR HAS
BEEN GREAT! LET'S CELEBRATE 1 YEAR
AT FORMAL. I LOVE'YOU! BLA.
V28
7 2
A-=P""'1c"'s,....-w=ill...,.h_o,_ld-e..,..lec--,-tio-n"""'
s...,.
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,,...-..,,19'"'93 officers at the March 3 meeti ng. UNDER. CLASSMEN ENCOURAGED TO ATIEND.
-=:-:-:o-=--...,,,--,----- -,..-----,.---3/3
APICS will have a speaker meeting march 3
at 7:30 in Lumpkin 119. Klaus Gueniker from
Stevens Industries will speak on CAD/CAM in
MRP.

I

L----

TIM( TtitATl2t.
Downtown Mattoon • 258-8228

STARTS TONITEI

-,.-~-,.-~---,-~-~--3/3

.SHINING
THROUGH

Jeff Brandt: Formal is going to be wonderful!
Love, Laura.

-----------~2128

Doug, Lerno, Shannon, Vito and Becky FORMAL was awesome! Anyone for cards?
How about a helicopter ride? Next time lefs
go to the zoo! Love, Diane.
:--=-:-::-.,...,-,..,...,,,,,,---,---.,.----,-,-----'2128
DOUG HAMEL - Look out muddy waters! I
had a blast at FORMAL! Thanks for milking
St Louis so special! Love, Diane.
=-=-=c-==---,-,.--,,..,...-,....,..,-----'2128
LISA PLESE - Happy 21stl Now you're even
older than me! LETS PARTYI Love, Mom.

She had
to trust

him•..

~----------~2128

[!!]

ALPHA PHI PLEDGES, ALL OF YOUR
HARO WORK IS PAYING OFF, HAVE A
GREAT TIME AT LOCK-IN. LOVE, JIM.
_-,--,.-....,,----,...,..,----,,...,...,.,,-------=--'2128
Kegsl Kegs! Kegs! Milwaukee's Best, Old
Style, Natural Light Kegs. $39.00. East Side

. FRI/SAT NITE 4:30,71!0,9:30
SAT/SUN/MON MATINEE 21!0 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:30 & 71!0

Pkg. 345-5722.

C1N-=M:i 3

2128

C~H-l~C-A_G_O_R~O-C_K_E_R_S_A_J_T_E_D_'S~SATUR-

BEST llCAEEN Pl.AV & llEBT IUPl'ORllNCI ACT'AEllJElllCA TNftl'f

2128

Fried Green-- Tomato

s=RA~D......,.M""'IT=c=H""E=L~L-:.,...lt_w_as_a_n~ho-nor--'to have
you as out dream man! You wilt be greatly
missed. Love, the ladies of Alpha Sigma
Alpha

FRI/SAT NITE 4:30, 71!0, 9:20
sATJSUN/MON MATINEE 2:00 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:30 & 7:00

~------------'2128

HEY ALL YOU ALPHA SIGA: GRAB YOUR
FORMAL DATES AND HEAD TO ST. LOUIS.
IT WILL BE A BLAST!
~..,...,--c--o-:--,.,..,-....,--,-,--.,.---,.--'2128
Brad Mitchell: We're looking forward to doing
the Lambda Chi dance with you at formal.
Thanks for all the good times. Love, the Alpha
Sigs.
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Trust is her weapon. .
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THE HAND THAT
ROCKS THE

~

CRADLE

FRI/SAT NITE 71!0 & 9:10
SAT/SUN/MON MATINEE 21!0 P.M.
SUN TO THU.RS NITE 71!0 ONLY

Now 5110w1i-iG!

.

STEVE MARTIN

fATllER. of
the BRIDE.

IPGI

FRVSAT NITE 7:15 & 9:15
SAT/SUN/MON. MATINEE 2:15 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:15 ONLY
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"ON TOP OF.·T HE WORLD"
-~-

AT

!la

·a.oo

Downtown r.iattoon • 258-8228 4.8"1;..
. NOMINATED FOR 2 ACADEMY AWARDSI

DAY. "SLAM ST. JOAN" FORMERLY
"VALENTINO". ADMISSION $1.00 8-10
W/COUPON.

./

-

WITH CHEESE & 4 TOPPINGS

Getpsyched!Formalwillbesweet!ASALove,
Rebe.
_ __ __ 2/

.-=-:--=-:-=,-:---=:--:--c-....,--:-,-----,--;2128
NADINE, Roses are red, violets are blue. Hi,
KIM SHAW - The best daughter a dad could
I'm LUKE PERRY. Sorry, never heard of you.
ask for! Good luck finishing up A-Phi I-Week.
GUESS WHO?
Love, MIKE.
-~~~-,.-~-,------~2128
.,..,-.,----=-~,-...,.--~-----'2128
CHICAGO ROCKERS AT TED'S SATUR&.lpha Phi Pledges - Congrats on a great
DAY. "SLAM ST. JOAN" FORMERLY · " - ek. Good luck tonight. I'm thinking of you
"VALENTINO". ADMISSION $1.00 8-10
all! Get ready for Saturday night. A-Phi love,
W/COUPON.
PREZ SLAVENS.
.- :--:-,--.......,.-----::---o:--,-'2128
2128
J.B. - Here's to square one. I'm really looking
"H~E=Y~E-IU---Y~O~u=v-=E-GO
~T
~
STY
~L-=
E~
"=
East
-' Side
forward to tonight. Love, T.A.
Pkg. has Old Style kegs $39.00. Keystone 6
pk. $1.89. Old Milwaukee 7oz. 8pk. $1.69. Old
--,.~~-=-~-------'2128
KIRSTA SZYDLIK: Congratulations!! We
Style Light 24pk. $8.49. Gin or vodka 750ml
love you I Kerri and Chris.
$3.99. White Zinfandel 750ml. $2.99. 345-----~---~·2128

-

·Sat.-, Feb. 29th
1:30 - 6:30 pm

Only $1
Prizes & Specials
· Featuring the band "Ground Zero"

Proceeds donated to PROJECT PAL!

lly Eastern News
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ckhaus, Miller hoping to qualify
Qualifying marks in the vault stand at 17-3 3/4 for
provisional qualification, and 17-10 3/4 for automatic.
After his record vault, Bickhaus attempted 17-1, and
barely missed.
"The pole vault field at Notre Dame will be tough,"
said head coach Neil Moore. "I think he (Bickhaus)
can hit provisional, but .he'll have to shoot for automatic. He had some real good attempts at 17-1 at conference."
Miller's best shot put of 56-8 3/4 is close to the provisional mark (57-5) in that event, but will have to add
more than 1 1/2 to Eastem's school record (58-6 1/2) if
he wants to qualify automatically.
"Brent's field will be really tough," Moore added.
"He'll probably have to throw a school record to qualify. There will be people flying in from all over the
country with hopes of qualifying. It will really be an
elite field."

the regular season is over, if they haven't hit
· .g marks, the only way track athletes can go to
s is to take part in a last chance competition.
m will be sending two athletes to such a meet
is weekend at Notre Dame.
1ther pole vaulter Brent Bickhaus and shot putter
Miller will be traveling to South Bend, Ind., in
of hitting qualification standards in their specialts.

claimed top honors in their events last weekat the Mid-Continent Indoor Championships.
aus, in his winning effort, set a new school
in the vault at 16-6. However, if he is to qualify
NCAA meet in March he'll have to add a foot

Dart Tourney at Jerry's
Every Saturday 1 :00 p.m.
$5 entry fee per team

Cash Prizes
& Giveaways!
Corner of 4th & Lincoln 345-2844

aseball opener
•From page 12A
) will start in right field.
avis will be the deignated
r when Lance Aten plays in
t field and Aten will DH

rS

PANTHER
LOUNGE

--

when Davis gets the nod in the
field.
Callahan added that this lineup may not necessarily be the
final product.
"We might try to mix and

·
·
.
1!

mash lineups this weekend a little or, you never know, we could
go three games using the same
lineup," Callahan said.
Eastern's first home game is
March 28 against Valparaiso.
.,. 0
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12 Can Pack
Budweiser

12 Can Pack
Miller

• Reg.
• Bud Ory
•Bud Light

• High Life
• Lite
• Genuine Draft
·Genuine Draft Lite
12 OUNCE CANS

Your Choice

Your Choice

.$589

$589

".?: ~ . . ~;
'.

II
..
.

12 OUNCE CANS

('.)

Wh.en:
Tuesday, March 3rd 8PM
Where:
Univ. Theatre Doudna Fine Arts Bldg.
Admission: FREE! FREE! FREE

l.trAalllt&'O . . . .

"'NC:MIMt&.8M2:»lM.L.."11> AUJ

$379

•••

":~~~~~;Tb~~~~~~
·. /

Your Choice

$769

~

Buy Your

•Light

12 OUNCE CANS

12 OUNCE CANS

G

,.

•Reg.

•Light

Your Choice

~-:,,,.

J

12 Can Pack
Old Milwaukee

24 Can Pack
Old Style

KEGS

Here!

~

1/4 & 1/2 Barrels Available
Lowest Price in Town - Guaranteed!

WMYM»-T

"AU.. M't" ~M&T MNOWlc.Ma.t. AU. MAIS ON
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IT'S A PARTY WEEKEND AT ·

THIRSTY'S
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

4 O'CLOCK CLUB
FREE ALL YOU CAN EAT!
SUBS AND HOT DOGS
DRAFTS-25¢

DANCE NIGHT

THIRSTY'$

HOUSE MUSIC
COUNTRY DANCE
SING-A-LONG
DRAFTS-25¢

1/2 GALLON - $2.00

THIRSTY'$

ALL

1/2 GALLON - $2.00
QUARTS ........................ $1. 75
G.D. 40 oz .... ~~ .................... $1.90

LONGNECKS-$1.00

WE DELIVER- 545·1075

_. WKM. ttAM·tPMtW-ZAM WKM>S. n•-zAM
HAVING A PARTY? ••• -GIVE US Z4 HaURIMD
Wl"LL MAKE YQUA :z.•.oa6100TIUB

(ft\~)

= ._.Yl_OU_R_MOM WANfS YOU 10 Ull AT .llMMY JD...,
...
iiii•ii!llll"
.
•
. , Gor''C"Rll'dfT" J\MM< JDM..,~ tNG. l~l~1~ A\.4..~'U~-

THIRSTY'S
KEG
SERVICE

OLD STYLE KEG

··

· $34.00
NAT. LT. KEG
$37.00
MILL. BEST
$37.00
MILLER QUARTS CASE $11.95

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
WHILESUPPLIES ~ST
... ·

CARRYOUT HOURS
FRI 9AM - 12PM
4PM -1AM
SAT 9AM - 12PM
aPM-1AM

l

•
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Bradley tops Lady

Panthe~

Eastern is dealt 34-point drubbing, 104By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer
The Lady Panther basketball team's one game
winning streak was blown away Thursday in a
104-70 Gateway Conference road loss to the Lady
Braves of Bradley.
Eastern, which is now 4-12 in the conference
and 7-17 overall, was never in the game from the
start. The Lady Panthers finally got on the scoreb,oard at the 16:30 mark of the first half when
junior Sherie! Brown hit a pair of free throws to
make the score 6-2, Bradley.
Eastern, which has now lost nine of its last 10
games, shot 36.4 percent from the field, while
Bradley (9-6 in league play and 15-9 overall), is
on track to qualify for the postseason conference
tournament and !! possible automatic bid to the
NCAA Tournament, shot 51.9 percent.
Bradley gradually extended its lead to 15-3
with 14:20 left in the first half and the Lady
Panthers couldn't catch up to the Ll~dy Braves'
transition game as they went into the locker room
down 49-31.
"Our wheels fell off early," said Eastern head_
coach Barb Hilke, who, in her 13th season as the
Lady Panther leader is in the midst of her first losing season. "They got going on the break and hit a
couple shots and we just fell apart."·
Brown, who was a bright spot for Eastern,
poured in 18 6f her game-high 22 points in the
second half and added 10 rebounds . Freshman
point guard Nicky Polka chipped in 11 points,
~ncluding three 3-pointers. Senior Tracy Roller

,,.

.

added eight points, while junior Michele Ro:
sophomore Shannon Baugh and junior
McCaa had seven points apiece.
Hilke said that she thought the team felt
for themselves, but added she was very pli
with Brown's performance.
"Sherie! Brown had a great individual e
Hilke said. "She was· a little shaky at fir:
couldn't get into her offense, but once she go:
it she did real well."
Bradley's Micah Bingeman also scor'
points in just less than 25 minutes of play t,
the Lady Braves to go along with her eight
Bingeman paced Bradley with 27 pointa·
win over Eastern earlier this season at Lantz
as the Lady Braves pulled out a 90-86 triple
time win over the Lady Panthers.
The Lady Panthers conclude the road po
their season Saturday when they will o
Western Illinois at 5:30 p.m. In the teams
meeting at Lantz · Gym on Jan. 30.
Westerwinds defeated Eastern 65-60.
EASTERN (7-17)

Youngman 1-8 1-2 3, Hagerty 2-5 0-0 4, Brown 1
4 22, Polka 4-8 0-1 11, Roller 3· 11 2-2 8, Baugh
7, Mccaa 3-8 0-0 7, Rogiers 2-5 3-4, Towne 0·2
Totals 28-77 10-17 70.
·
BRADLEY (14·9)

Jones 4-6 3-4 12, Beeler 1-1 0-0 2, Yerkes 6· 12
McAllister 7-13 3-3 18, Bingaman 9-16 2·2 22, R1
0-0 6, Riggenbach 3-6 2-2 8, Mueller 0·2 4·4 4,
2-4 2-2 6, Grogg 1-3 0-1 3, Moody 2-5 0-0 4, V1
1-2 0-0 2, Hittmeier 2-3 0-0 4. Totals 41-7917-20

.

Easterli·faces 1ast rCJad te
SHANNON THOMAS/Staff photographer

Eastern catcher Jason Cavanaugh returns the ball to his pitcher
Thursday afternoon at Monier Field. The Panthers open their 1992
campaign at Oklahoma Saturday.

Baseball team opens
season at ·Oklahoma

"'

.

By KEITH FARROLL

J>'f]

..

~

under dogs."
Staff writer
The Big Eight's member also
carries a 4-0 home record into
Eastern's baseball team slides the contest.
into the 1992 season this weekCallahan is hoping his team
end as it travels to Norman, can give the Sooners their first
Okla., to face the University of home losses of the season. He
Oklahoma Sooners in a three- pencilled in starting pitchers
game road trip.
Steve Lemke (8-6 4.80 in 1991),
Oklahoma will by ·no means who will start game one, Mike
be an easy task for the Panthers. Kundrat (4-3 3.34), the game
The Sooners, who are one of the two starter and Mike Conner (2top 30 teams in the nation, pos- 6 6.61 ), who will hurl the final
sess a 6-2 record as they are · game of the series.
averaging nearly nine runs per
One hitter the Panther pitchers
game. Their losses came against · will have to stop is second baseMichigan State and San Diego man Brad Eldridge, who is batState. In the game against San ting .556 with six home runs and
Diego State, a perfect game was 14 runs batted in with 27 ar bats
· under his belt.
thrown at them.
"I don't want to make it a big
Although Eastern 's batting
deal, make it look like we're order is not set, Callahan has
playing the World Champion decided who will be in the startMinnesota Twins," Eastern ing lineup. Brad Goodley, who
coach Dan Callahan said. "We hit .286 last season, will be
are going down and playing a catching, Keith Mierzwa (.316)
good team. We played good will play first base, Rick Royer
teams the last few years. We (.316) is slated for second base,
played three teams last year that Brent Howard (.241) will stand
finished up in the Top 10 in the in at shortstop, Tad Smith (a
country in Miami, Wichita State transfer from Clemson) will
and Ohio State.
guard the hot co(Iler, Jason Jetel
"We are used to playing good will be standing in left field,
people and I don't think we're in Matt Legaspi (.240) will control
awe of anybody. I would imag- centerfield and Todd Davis
ine if there were odds makers in (from Southwest Missouri
Las Vegas we would be the
•Continued on page JJA

•

against Jones, Murray Sta
By DON O'BRIEN

. . . EASTERN

Sports editor

One quick glance at Murray
State's 14-12 overall record and it
wouldn't seem that there is anything special about this year's
version of the Racers.
Look a little deeper than the
Racers overall record and one
would find a team that has won
the regular season Ohio Valley
Conference crown with an 11-3
mark. They also have the nation's
leading rebounder in Popeye
Jones, who averages close to 15
boards a game, and have won
nine out of their last 10 games.
They have done all of this under a
first-year coach, Scott Edgar.
Eastern's Panthers will try for
the second time this season to
knock off the Racers when they
travel to Murray, Ky., on Saturday
for a 7:30 p.m. non-conference
matchup, the Racers last of the
regular season. Earlier this month,
Murray State defeated the
Panthers 77-73 at Lantz Gym.
Eastern (13-12) is coming off a
poor shooting performance at
Green Bay on Monday night in a
67-52 loss to the Mid-Continent
front-running Phoenix.
"I think a lot of things weigbed
into (the poor shooting)," said
Panther head coach Rick
Samuels. "We didn't have the
same intensity that their kids did.
They have learned to play at a
great level of intensity, particularly at the start of the game."
Eastern shot 25 percent in the
opening half; in turn, the Phoenix
raced out to a 12-2 lead in the
opening minutes and never had to
look back.

,. ·""" . ". · . at _r

~~

·.: ·'Ti, .

" ' M~rray state

7;-30 p.m. Saturday, Racer Ar~r1a.
Radio: WCBH, 104.3 FM

Probable starting lineups:

Murray State (14-12)

t:lilml.

f2l fJ1U

BWl

Frank Allen
Cedric Gumm
Popeye Jones
Scott Adams
Maurice Cannon

G

17,5

G

9.5

F
F

21.1
3.6
13.1

3.1
3.4
14.7
3.4
3.4

c

Last time out against Murray
State, the Panthers - as they have
in a majority of their losses - faltered down the stretch and were
beaten on their home floor on a
three-pointer by Frank Allen with
25 seconds left in the game.
The Racers were helped by a
solid second-half performance by
Jones, an All-America candidate.
After scoring nine points in the
first half on four of 12 shooting,
he picked up the pace in the second half with 13 points and
snared nine rebounds.
Besides trying to build momentum for the Mid:Con postseason
tournament, the Panthers will
have the added pressure of having
Jones, a 6-foot-8, 265-pound center; play his final game at Murray
State's Racer Arena.
"It is a game that is important
for us so we can get some
momentum built and get to
where we are playing our best
going into the postseason tournament," said Samuels. "I think
it will be an important game for

I-~
Kavien Martin
Steve Rowe
Curtis Leib
Barry Johnson
Dave Olson

G
G

c
F
F

them because the Murr:
community is saying g
Jones and I think that
significance.
"We are going to play
well as we can. You us
play a box-in-one on a
that is a tactic we obvio
use. We just want to def1
as well as we can, make a
trated effort to box him
have other people hit the
While J_o nes, who als,
ages 21.1 points per game.
the boards for the Race1
picks up the scoring slacK.
Allen, a junior from
Tenn., averages 17.5 p
game and has Murray S
game of the season, a 3'
effort against Tenness
three games ago.
Murray State has a
its lineup. Senior Scott
who has averaged 3.6
game in a reserve role,
at forward for junio
Sivills, who has aver
points in 19 starts.

Local antique
shop features
war histories

3

Joansin' this
weekend at
Ted's

Top: Hebe (Maggie Sullivan) in a bewildering moment during Tuesday
evening's dress rehearsal of "Crimes Of The Heart," which will run
through Sunday at Tarble Arts Center. Top Right: director Tom
Schnarre; Middle Right: Meg (Threrese Supple); Lower Right: confusion
among the family.

It's a Crim.e
This small-scale production of a
Broadway play is a class act
or ari actor, the romance o
being on Broadway can be overwhelming. The lights, the massive
stage, the fanfare, the respect.
But for an actor in an off-Broadway community theater group, the
romance can get lost when they have
to pitch in and help build that not-somassive stage or when a costume
change is limited to what they can
scrape up from their own personal
wardrobe.
Such is the Charleston Community Theater group's spring performance of "Crimes of The Heart,"
where one can look up at the stage
and see a beautifully constructed
kitchen, where the oven, donated by
the director, sits across from the
refrigerator, donated by the producer. Or where one of the leading play-

Such is the Charleston Community Theater, where a player may wear
several hats.
The Community Theater's rendition of "Crimes Of The Heart," Beth
Heneley's 1985 Broadway hit which
runs Thursday through Sunday afternoon at the Tarble Arts Center on
South Ninth Street.
The comedy, directed by Tom
Schnarre, revolves around the
reunion of three sisters after the
youngest one, Babe, played by Eastern student Maggie Sullivan, shoots
her husband because she didn't like
to look at him anymore. Because of

the shooting, Meg, the free-spirited
oldest sister played by Therese Supple, comes back from Hollywood
where her singing career was on
hold while she was selling dog food.
The whole shooting couldn't have
happened at a worse time for the
nerdish recluse -Lenny, played by
Denise Cougill: It's her 30th birthday.
What happens after that creates a
quilt of Southern comedy that tugs at
the senses and heartstrings.

The small theater group has been
preparing for the performance for
the last four months at which time
the set was being built, said J. Sain,
the show's producer and faculty
assistant at Eastern' s theater arts
department. Sain added because of
the cooperation of Tarble this will be
the company's i:nost elaborate set.
"Normally we have something
simple and that doesn't take a lot of
time to build."
(Continued on page 6B)
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Tarble Arts Center

Cl)

"<;rimes Of The Heart"
Presented by the Charleston Community
Theatre
Friday and Saturday, 8 p.m., Sunaay,
2p.m.
$3 Students, $5 Senior Citizens, $6
Adults
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My Place Lounge:
727 Seventh St.
Friday - Illinois Friends of Folk Art, 8 p.m.
Saturday - Outlaw Boogie Band, 9 p.m., $1 at door.

Friends and Co.:

proudly announce

---'l

509 Van Buren
Friday - Perfunctory This Band, 9:30 p.m., $2.
Saturday - Suns of Circumstance, 9:30 p.m., $3

-.....

/

Roes:
410 Sixth St.
Friday - Alternative rock with DJ Kevin Kramer, 9:30 p.m.
Saturday - Ground Zero, 9:30, $2.

/

Teds Warehouse:
102 Sixth St.
Friday - Secret Society, 9:30 p.m.,
$1 8-10 w/ coupon.
Saturday - Slam St. Joan, 9:30 p.m.,
$1 8-10 w/ coupon ..
(Seep. SB)
Reflections:
506 West Lincoln
Friday - Comedy night, 9:30 p.m., $2.

Compiled by Carrie Carpenter

Dear Reader,
of times .
. This week's offering consist of what we
consider the best and worst of the week in
entertainment and assorted other pursuits.
On the "best of times" side ....
Noted News columnist Mike Chambers
captures the front page with a· story concerning some acting type people and a fun little
play they will be doing.
Verge chief Tim Shellberg and Bret (one
T) Loman tackle the reviews of the most
recent releases of sound and screen.
New staff writer Tracy Laskowski covers
the local band scene in the form of. Slam St.
John who will be appearing at Teddy's (warehouse, not Kennedy's) this weekend.
House artist extraordinaire Rich Bird produces a new Rock and Roll Elementary featuring everybody's favorite Queen.
Finally, I hit the road and talk with a local
Vietnam vet turned antique collector and a
big-time L.A. producer.
On the "worst of times" side ...

Tim covers the Grammy awards which this
year made about as much since as a Dean
Martin/Jerry Lewis reconciliation or even letting Rob Lowe ever sing on national television· again. It is always nice to see rehashed
music nominated for awards. Hear that Mike
Bolton and Nat Cole? Think before you sing.
And ...
And then Talk Is Cheap returns with a
heart-filled apology for the fine folks over at
the campus McDonalds for making fun of
their policies that were only created to
increase the already huge profit margin that
they currently have.
We're sorry McDonalds, but hey back off!
Do we come to where you work and rock the
shake machine? I think not.
Enjoy the power-packed issue and as
always drive safely.
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T.G.l.F.
6 O'CLOCK
CLUB
Burrito ......... $1 i i
Taco .............. $1~
Enchilada ....$1 i i

.....__

~
-Studio 1,2 & 3 Bedroom
-Completely Furnished
-5 Minute Walk to Campus
-24 Hour Maintenance
-Central Air Conditioning
-Swimming Pool
-9 Month Lease
-Free Parking
-Laundry Facilities
-CIPS

APARTMENTS

:,. ~ -:. . · 345-6()00'-·. :':,~.: .'
(

SHOWING APARTMENTS NOWll

FREE
GLASSES

Mot6er's..

FRIDAY: $1. 15 Longnecks {Light & MGD)
SATURDAY: $3 Pitchers {Light & MGD)
Food, Shot & Bottle !il>eci~
All. WEEKEND
RID.E GUS! NO COVER! . .

Buy one pair of glasses at our
regular low price. Then, choo~e 1
FREE pair from 1 fashionlble
aelection of frames with clear
m-39 lenses.•

Buy one pair of regular or tinted
daily wear soft lenses at our
regular low price. Get a SPARE
PAIR of standard daily wear soft
lenses FREE•

INCLUDES STANDARD
BIFOCALS II

REGULAR PRICE .

C-HTNA 88

~
has re-opened and remodeled
)!
Friday Lunch Buffet Special.....,....,........,..,.,,,..,....,..·....,...,...,..~:-ill!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sesame Beef
Szechuan Chicken & Pork (spicey)
Be~f w/vegeta~le

QNLy

Chicken Lo Mein
Sweat and Sour Pork
Honey Chicken wings
and more ...
Different entrees every day
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$4.50

'

~=----

BIG,. WEEKEND AT

BURRITO
HEAVEN

· Bright Idea

LINCOLNWOOD PINETRE

DEAR READER
It was the best of times; it was the Verge

..............

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SEAFOOD BUFFET
$8.99
·
5 pm· 8 pm Fn- at

s

1140 LINCOLN

348-1232

One Pair of Glasses

istory for Sale
rea antique store owner tells tales of war and memorabilia
J.A. WINDERS

"The first thing a professor
asked (in class)," McKee said,
In the late 60s, Gareld Mc- "was if there were.any veterans
e was branded "prejudice" in the class."
professors and students at
After identifying himself as a
tern Illinois University.
veteran, McKee explained how
McKee, a former U.S. Ma- he was silenced to the back of
e, is the owner and operator the room due to the fact that
McKee Antiques, 718 he was a veteran, and that his
ckson Ave., Charleston's involvement in the conflict was
·ntessential war memorabilia somehow "prejudice" toward
tlet for the last four years what the professor was teacha frontrunning collector of ing.
"litary ware here in the local
"He (the professor) was
a.
telling the students that there
After hearing that this inter- were not any trees or any
· w was being conducted for foliage (in Vietnam) and there
he Daily Eastern News' were the students just writing it
ekend supplement, McKee down," McKee said. "I had just
lared with his hard-driven gotten back a month ago and
yes and told of his experi- had been spending five · or six
nces with Eastern from hours to go 100 yards through
hind the glasstop counter of something - I don't know what
· downtown store.
·it was, if it wasn't foliage, but it
During 1966 and 1967, he was green and had stickers on
rved a tour of duty in the Vi- it.
tnam conflict as a military
"He (the professor) said that
viser to the Navy, Air Force the country was as flat as
d Army of the South Viet- Illinois," McKee added. "Well,
mese under the watchful eye where I was at, it· (the landf the U.S. Marine Corps. This scape) went up 3,000 feet
as the start of an affiliation nearly straight up. The kids
ith the military that would were writing this stuff all down.
"He would keep me in the
pan 20 year.s of active and ·
serve service and additional back of the room and I was ·not
ears of collecting military- .· allowed to say anything cause I
ated items, which tOday lend was prejudice."
It has been 24 years since
emselves to his downtown
ore.
McKee left Eastern and 14
Upon his return to the years since he exited the sernited States in 1968, he vice.
For the last four of those
rolled at Eastern, where he
d attended earlier in 1964 years, he has. spent . a great
1965, and was greeted by deal of time and money collectreception that was less than ing pieces of war memorabilia.
n-armed.
McKee said his military ser~·

'I..

. 4'

educe,
euse, and
ecycle

•

I
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vice and that of his father, who
fought in World War II, contributed to his later interest in
collecting military memorabilia.
"The first items I really collected were a lot of the things
that my dad brought back from
the war that I just kept,"
explained McKee.
But the collection has
expanded far beyond the few
items that his father . returned
with from the war.
"The collection I now have
at home is not as big as what I
have here, but it (the home collection) consists of the better
pieces that I have come across
(during the course of collecting)," said McKee. "It (the military collectables at the store)
has been a real good investment over the years.
"There are German helmets
that you could buy in the 60s
for $20; now you could sell
some for upwards of $700,"
he added. "Now is a good time
to buy because more people
are wanting to sell because of
the economy."
McKee is somewhat a student of military history and milRICH BIRD/Staff photographer
itary wares, even though he
never took a class on the subjects during his two tours of Above: Patches from various military divisions line the shelves
behind the counter at McKee's Antiques, 718 Jackson Ave. Beduty at Eastern.
"I deal a lot with veterans, low: Gareld McKee, the owner and proprietor of McKee's
families of veterans, and other Antiques displays a World War II German field officer's dress
military collectors," said baJ)onet.
McKee. "That is what keeps a certain amount of. charisma time far removed from the
me continually thinking about to it."
minds of many.
the subjects.
"It's a. _shame people don't
McKee's Antiques is sec"It seems like the SS stuff is ondary to McKee the man. He look around and see the histo-'
the most sought after by collec- is a fountain of knowledge of a ry around them."
tors simply because there was

FOR RENT: LUXURY &
CONVENIENCE.

SOUTH PADRE

Furnished 2 br. apts. for 4
1/2 block to Rec Center.

message from The
aily Eastern News
on .recycled

ALL UTILITIES INCL,

FROM

Coin Laundry on premises.
1O mo. lease.

$99

per person

5 Nights

FREE WINDSURFING, PARTIES, & MORE
Deluxe Ft. Brown Resort - Brownsvile, TX walk
to Mexico

~21.

ISLAND ACCOMMODATIONS START AT $139-$169
ASK ABOUT CANCUN & BAHAMA PACKAGES
JOHN 345-4779

WOOD REAL ESTATE
345-4489

SEARCH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing on Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PIACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A. C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
• Balconies

St. James Place
(1905 S. 12th St.)
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.

• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Call Anytime 348-1479 For appointment
or drop by rental office at 715 Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p .m. - M - F

ONCAMPUSa

rt y 's

FRIDAY:

4

$3 PITCHERS (All Day & Nite)
Italian Beef w/Fries $2. 99 .
O'clock: Basket of Mozzarella Stix only $1

SATURDAY THEY RETURN!

@Pp-~uaJ---b1!!&!fdtll~f?~;;;;;;;:::;i·
Music By: America, The Eagles, Jimmy Buffet and more
$2. 50 Lite Quarts & 50¢ Cheeseburgers
(in paradise)

IT'S A PARTY!
• FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1992
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By J.A. WINDERS

evaluate viewer interest, to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses
The floodgates have been of the product, and a way of
opened for some time; now anoth- understanding if your information
er Wave of home videotape related is presented in a clear and underpr,o gramming is making its way standable manner," Landau said.
From the results that \Vere gathinto the national television sea.
"The idea is that \Ale are in the ered, La.n dau said, "there was
midst of a video revolution," said enough interest in the material
Terry Landau, executive producer presented so that it could be a proof "I Witness Video."
gram unto itself."
Landau continued by stating
A "revolution" was indeed what
transpired with the debut episode · "what \Ale found about video is that
of "Video." It placed 16th overall it is a pretty amazing technology
in the ratings for the \A/eek nation- that is changing us, changing the
way we see the world, <;:hanging
ally.
"Unbelievable results," Landau the way the world sees us."
"We don't do a story like a classaid.
Landau stated what she saw as sic news story." she said. "We are
a key factor in that "unbelievable" much more interested in the peosuccess of the program was that it ple behind the story, the story
was based primarily on the contri- behind the story if you will."
Sunday's program ran a featurebutions of the general public to the
\Aleekly programming possibilities.
type segment on androids which
"Anybody who has a cam- were being used for security purcorder can capture the stories," poses in larger department stores
Landau said. "That is a key fact - this was an example of "a video
that is hard to ignore."
response to one of America's
The idea for the program origi- fastest growing crimes. Oppose
nated last spring when a pilot that piece to the tornado segment
episode was produced for review we did on the show which was a
by certain individuals on the pro- very visual, 'you are, there' piece."
When dealing with this type of
duction team and by selected
members of the general public in a actual live action subject matter,
special viewer screening. ·
cases are bound to arise where
"This method (of creating a decisions must be made as to if the
pilot episode) is a good way to content should be viewed during

prime time.
.
"Now believe me that the tape
on the murder of the police officer
recorded from his patrol car was
infinitely more graphic than what
you saw," Landau said. Decisions
had to be on certain aspects of
that piece before airing it during
prime time.
The program displays in each
segment the fact that no aspect of

life is- safe from the outstretched
arm of the video industry.
"It is the technology· that is
changing us in very-fundamental
ways," said Landau. "You would
be surprised the number of times
you are video taped each day. The
tape is always going."
This nation has truly been surprised, surprised by the number of
videocamera/true life reinactment

related shows the
been bombarding
with over the past four
Videos" combined ·
Has this nation
en prey to another
program in the form
Video," which relies
of other shows to
success and forges no
ground on its own?

VINYL

Blondes having tnore fun on Walking In London
Concrete Blonde

Walking In London
IRS

By TIM SHEllBERG
"Joey," Concrete Blonde's first top-40
single from 1990s Bloodletting, might have
done more hurt than help for the band;
while it was a blast of fresh air into the stagnant airwaves of popular radio, it left many
fans, not in the know of Concrete Blonde
prior to "Joey," under the impression that
they were basically faceless up to that point.
Many fans wrongly assumed Bloodletting
was their debut release.
- With that poor philosophy in mind, than
it can be logically assumed that many fans of
"Joey" consider Walking In London,
Concrete Blonde's follow-up to Blood-letting, to be their sophomore release. Those
in the know, who have heard 198 7 s

Concrete Blonde and 1989s Free, will probably appreciate Walking In London, as it
successfully follows . suit to Bloodletting and
stands tall alongside the rest of Concrete
Blonde's catalog of music.
If anything, Walking In London dispels
any connection between singer Johnette
Napolitano and Jefferson Airplane/Jefferson
Starship/Starship vox Grace Slick, as on
their fourth album, Napolitano emerges
stronger .and sultrier - an original voice to be
reconed with solely on her own terms. Proof
of this emergence can be found on the jugular-grabbing "City Screaming," the assaulting
"Ghost Of A Texas Ladies Man," and the
breezy title track.
But, like all Concrete Blonde releases,
there are a few potholes. Tony Thompson,
the band's backbone on Bloodletting, has
been replaced by skinsman Harry Rushakoff.
Not to knock the -sturdy drumming of
Rushakoff, but Walking In London lacks the

A Better Valt1e Starts
Wi tl1 o Better I~izza.
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SAUSAGE & CHEESE
PIZZA
...TO GO!
.
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(MEDIUM (14"))

Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14j
· Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza•••

Just

$5.95

Plus Tax

$7.45 with a Large (16") Pizza .
Good 7 Day&IWHk with
Carry-Out thru 41161112.

end delivery
Present this coupon when
picking up order.

Charleston
909 18th Street
348-7515
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husky back beat that often highlighted Free
and Bloodletting.
And, while Napolitano has successfully
shun any potential Grace Slick references,
she has opened a whole new can of worms
in the form of Heart's Ann and Nancy
Wilson on "Les Coeurs Jumeaux." On this
track - an awfully catty hybrid of Heart's
"Little Queen" and "Bebe Le Strange,"
Napolitano and crew take their mid/late 70s
influence a little over the boundries of simply
paying homage.
Yet these faults don't hamper the overall
outcome of Walking In London. Instead of
bowing down to the "Joey" fans of 1990
and duplicating a successful schematic,
Concrete Blonde opted to go the ways of the
hard road and, in the long run, they cater to
the fans who have been with them for the
whole trip. And while only a little blood is
spilled on Walking In London, .t he cut is far
from severe.

Right Said Fred
Up
Charisma

Sign up now for second half semester Physical Education class
The following classes still have openings:
Course
Nymb~r

Call
...Mo.._
Time
~
Beginning swimming 5766 1100-1240 TR

D~sQri12tiQn

LQQatiQn
1400.80
BEB/POOL
1440.80
Lifeguarding
5777 0800-0940 TR
LB/POOL
1610.80
Archery
5807 0800-0940 TR
FLDS/FH
Rifle/Pistol
5823 1300-1400 TR
1640.81
LB/RR
1660.80
Bowling $
BA
5835 1000-1140 TR
1670.80
Golf
5839 1000-1140 MW FLDS/FH
1770.80
5881 1000-1140 MW MG/SG
Volleyball
1830~80
Racquetball
5904 0800-0940 TR
LB/RC
1870.80
Tennis
5912 0800-0940 MW LB/FH
1870.81
Tennis
... 5913 1000-1140 MW LB/FH
LB/FH
1870.82
Tennis
5914 0800-0940 TR
PED 1920.80
Ballroom Dance
5921 1'300-1440 TR
LB/FH
PED 3460.80
Soccer Coaching * 6049 1200-1340 TR
LB/308
($) Fee charged
(*) Prerequisite: Sophomore standing, previous background or permission o
instructor.
You may register for these classes by Touch Tone until the first day of class.

PED
PED
PED
PED
PED
PED
PED
PED
PED

..

Monday/Wednesday classes begin March 4, 1992
Tuesday/Thursday classes begin March 5, 1992

ON STAGE

Slam St. Joan are no longer Valentinos
By lRACY IASKOWSKI

we offer (to the viewergles and perspectves on
would not able to see
r videotape," Landau
e solely interested in the
who experience the sitd giving them a forum
story. We are ordinary
extraordinary circum-

The Chicago-based band, Slam
St. Joan, has had a change of
heart as of late - literally.
Until recently, the band went by
the name Valentino, but after
almost half a decade under that
moniker, the band decided that
name was too common and they
needed a change.
This change of heart was instigated by lead singer Rob Creek
who, while writing a song, looked
at a photo of Joan Jett in a magazine. It was at that moment when
Valentino was reborn as Slam St.
Joan.
But while the name has
changed, the ·music somewhat
remains the same for Slam St.
Joan, who will be performing at
Ted's Warehouse, 102 Sixth St.,
Saturday evening.
Slam St. Joan is composed of
Creek, bassist Rich Miller, guitarists
George DeParis and Ray
Rodriguez and drummer Rich
Rodriguez. All the members are
from Chicago and its outlying. suburbs.
Creek describes a Slam St. Joan
set as "wild and definitely not
tame."
"We're very high energy - the
show will never stop," agreed
Miller. "There's always something
going on. We move around a lot

and have a lot of fun.
"We're a very fun band," Miller
added. "A typical (Slam St. Joan)
show consists of a lot of loud rock
and roll, a lot of partying, and
hopefully the crowd feels that from
us, feeds off of it and has a good
time with us."
Although the band cites hard
rockers such as Aerosmith, Tesla
and Dokken as their collective
influences, Miller insists Slam St.
Joan still has "their own sound."
"A typical set," according to
Creek, "consists of 95 percent of
our original music, but for Ted's
we're going to be playing about 60
percent originals."
Their music, described as
"heavy and aggressive" by Creek,
is harder now than when they
were Valentino.
"We're worried about how we
sound together," Creek said.
"We're not great musicians individually, but together everything
works."
In regards to his singing style,
Creek said he "doesn't try to imitate anybody.
·
"If I could sound like the people
I like I'd love it, but the more you
try to be like someone else the less
you're going to sound like them,"
he said. "You should just let your
own individuality come out."
But to Creek, playing his brand
of rock and roll isn't just a passing

Keeping up with the Joanses
fancy.
"It's my life. It's my passion,"
says Creek. "There's nothing more
important to me in my !ife right
now. "
In terms of the band,·Creek said
he's "more than serious" and for
the future of Slam St. Joan, he
said they hope to be "on top of

everything."
So why would an up-and-coming band want to play in
Charleston? "It's always a great
time (in Charleston)," Miller
explained. "We love it down there.
"There's a lot of great people at
Ted's. It's always really friendly and
we always get a receptive crowd."

d's Up: Wrong in every -w-ay
Sexy," Right Said Fred's pre-Up single, for
the novelty of it. It's a joke song, of
course, and the liner notes of the cassette
-sing!~ seemed to indicate that was all it
was meant to be, as it made no mention of
an accompanying album.
Yet the unexpected is expected, as
somebody somewhere has allowed these
goofs to record an entire album.
When I think of the England-based
Right Said Fred, my mind runs the gamut
through every banal one-hit wonder ranging from the Starland Vocal Band
("Skyrockets In Flight (Aft-ernoon
Delight)" and Alan O' Day ("Undercover
Angel") to Dexy's Midnight Runner
<''Come On Eileen") and Jermaine Stewart
("We Don't Have To Take Our Clothes
Off"). For the sake of wasting energy and
o electricity to make Up, let's just hope this

was a bad executive mistake.
.
If there is anything positive that can be
said about Right Said Fred, it's the fact
that they are one helluva successful record
company marketing product. Just look at
the video for 'Tm Too Sexy;" a pair of
bald, well-cut chaps that wiggle their asses
in their video. It's an easy sell to a pathetic
pop music market, which caters to a song
like 'Tm Too Sexy."
Yet not even the pop market has to
stand for the nine other songs which along with 'Tm Too Sexy" - make up Up.
Every song on this album virtually insults
the listener (Let me put it another way: I
was embarrassed to listen to Up, and I was
sitting in a room by myself. Even worse: I
listened to the album twice). Up has not
one redeeming quality to it, and should be
avoided like the plague.

MARDI ORAS
&
LEAP YEAR PAR1Y
8 p.m. to I :00 a.m.
Music by

"Quintessence·

Friday

Saturday

r----------------, r----------------,
''SLAM
I
: ''SECRET ·: II
I
gu SOCIETY'' gu g ST. JOAN"
P

u
Rock-n-Roll from Springfield P p

formerly "VALENTINO"

Playing songs by: Rush, Yes, 0 0 Rock Show from CHICAGO
Aerosmith, Pink Floyd, Janes -N N
Playing Covers & Originals
Addiction
All Night Long
(No Opening Act)
& More.
1
1
Admission $1 (8-10 w/coupon)
I Admission $1 (8-10 w/coupon) I

0
N

i

L----------------~ L----------------~

BOARD GAMES
EUCHRE TOURNAMENT 9 P.M.

RIDE THE GUS BUS
·TO TED'S

/

Crimes

U2's Zoo Station tour to kick off Sunday

(Continued from p.IB)

The theater group is in its 28th season and this is the second year Sain
has been president of t~e group.
Some notable past performances have
been Th.e Glass Menagerie, On
Golden Pond, Arsenic And Old Lace
and No Sex Please, We're British.
The group has performed from the
Coles County Court.house to Booth
Library:
Times for the play are 8 p.m.
Thursday through Saturday, 2 p.m.
Sunday.
· Tickets for the play are $6
general admission, $5 senior citizen
and $3 students/children and can be
purchased by calling the Charleston
Community Theatre.

March 21 - Albany, N. Y.
March 23 - Montreal
March 24 - Toronto
Mci_rch 26 - Cleveland
March 27 - Auburn Hills, Mich.
March 30 - Minnneapolis
March 31 -.,- Chicago
April 5 - Dallas
April 6 - Houston
April 7 - Austin, Tex.
April 10 - Tempe, Ariz.
April 12-13 .:__Los Angeles
April 15 - San Diego
April 1 7 - Sacramento, Calif.
April 18 . .,. Oakland, Calif.
April 20 - Portland, Ore.
April 21 - Tacoma, Wash.
April 23 - Vancouver

NEW YORK (AP) - U2, whose name of a train station in Berlin,
album Achtung Baby and single which set the tone for the rest of the
"Mysterious Ways" top the best-sell- record.
ing charts in the United States, on
MTV is presenting the tour.
Tuesday announced its first North
The dates and cities are:
American concert tour in five years.
Brian O'Neal, spokesman for the
Feb. 29 - Lakeland, Fla.
Ireland-based group, sa:id U2's Zoo
March 1 - Miami
March 3 - Charlotte, N.C .
TV Tour will include 32 concerts in
31 cities, starting Saturday in
. March 5 - Atlanta
Lakeland, Fla., and ending April 23 in .
March 7 - Hampton, Va.
March 9 - Hempstead, N.Y.
Vancouver, British Columbia.
March 10 - Philadelphia
It's the group's first U.S. tour since
March 12 - Hartford, Conn.
its 1987 Joshua Tree Tour.
The group was inspired by the unitMarch 13 - Worcester, Mass."
March 15 - Providence, R.I.
ing of East and West Germany, which
March 1 7 - Boston
influenced its songwriting for its sixth
March 18 - East Rutherford, N.J.
album, "Achtung Baby,'' O'Neal said.
March 20 -- New York
The first t{ack is "Zoo Station,'' the
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CHARLESTON CABLE GUIDE
WTWO (NBC) ............... 2
WCIA(CBS) ..............-:: ... 3
CNN .............................. 5
WAND(ABC) ................. 7
FOX ............................... 8
DISC .................. : .......... 9
WGN .. ......... .. .............. 10
FAM .................. : .......... 11
WILL (PBS) ................. 12
LIFE ................. ........... 13
WTBS .......................... 15

NICK ....................... 16
MTV ........................ 18
TNN ........................ 19
TWC ....................... 20
CNBC ..................... 22
AMC ....................... 23
ESPN ............ .......... 24
TNT ........................ 25
USA ........................ 26
ARTS ....·.................. 27
COURT ................... 28

WEIU ................ ......... 29
LOCAL ....................... 30
WTHI (CBS) ............... 31
C-SPAN ..................... 32
WICD (NBC) .............. 33
QVC ...........................34
DISNEY ...................... .4
SHOW ......................... 6
ENCORE ................... 14
HB0 ........................... 17
TMC ................... ........ 21
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Night ct.
FamilyFeu
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10:30
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Johnny
Nightline .

Film
Amazing Games

Movie

WCIA-3

WGN-10, 9 WILL-12, 12

ews
H.S. BBall

Sisters

Tuskegee

M*A*S*H

$100,000 Fortune

Snowboarding

Movie:

Capitol Critters

Olympiad

Shipwrecked

Who's the Boss

Boys of

Perfect Strange

Best of Sun.

Growing Pains

Conversation

Racism ...

Pool

Twilight

LIFE-13
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100,000 Fortune
Movie:

Movie: The

Fright Night

Sting

Party 2

Great Pertormances .

Movie:

Wings over the

Silkwood

Gulf

Movie: To Catch

Most Wanted

Gulf Crisis

Firehouse

Wings Over

Star Trek: The

the Gulf
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Next Generation
Comic Strip Live
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World Valor
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Film
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News
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America's Cup
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Movie
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a Theil
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Parker Lewis

Perry Mason

Scorned

Internal Med.
Family Practice

In Living Color

Masterpiece Theatr

.Cardiolo_gy

Married ...

Making of a
Continent
Blood in Face

Robin Hood
Cousteau

Patterns of

World .of Audubon

Internal Med.
All Creatures
Great and Small
Roggin's Heroe

Ent. Tonight
Nitecap

Lifestyles ... ·
Movie

Street Ju9tice
Moments
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Nature
Lifestyles ... •

Commercial Program

OB/Gyn. Update

Geta Life

· Family Practice

Change

Piglet Files

Journal Update

Arsenic (1 0:2.0)

Sandbaggers

Precribing

After Henery
Runaway

Movie
Alexei Sayles Stuff

Wings

Shelly

Living Planet

All in Good Faith

Pump II Up!
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rarnrnys are not sacred institution of music \Vorld
ave the Grammy's got no soul?
bviously they must not, considering their big
er, Natalie Cole, literally had to rob her old
's grave to sweep the show.
nee again, and for the 34th year in a row, the
onal Recording Academy of Arts and Sciences
proven that it cannot adequately function as a
ctable or credible organization in, at least, the
and roll community.
hen viewing any Grammy awards ceremony,
as viewers and music listeners, must put our
son al preferences of the award' s recipients
e. Instead, we must focus on the seemingly
ish and unfounded reasonings of -the NRAAS
en nominating and electing artists for the
my award.
'snot the award winners' fault they keep receivnumerous statues per year on a multi-annual
's; it's essentially the biased, preferred customer
· ics being played by the NRAAS.
nd the members of the NRAAS must know, at
t in the back of their minds, that they've been
ting dirty pool. ·
ulti-winners of past years also did well this year
r example, Sting, who also won in the past as
h the chief of the Police and for his solo works,
with the Best Rock Song award once again.
nnie Raitt took three awards home this year
st Pop Vocal Performance, Female; Best Rock
cal Performance, Solo; and Best Rock
formance by a Duo or Group with Vocal). This
r she fell one short of her 1990 sweep record.
Metallica repeated last year's results by bringing
me the Best Metal Performance award (Hell, the
S must still be kissing up to Metallica after
y idiotically denied the band the Best Hard Rock
rformance in 1989, giving it instead to Jethro

Tull).
Instead of fairly judging any of the other nominees in the popular music; realm of the Grammy,
the NRAAS seems to simply choose the old
favorite. Why does this organization receive any
prestige and grandeur from the general masses year
after year if all they appear to do is nominate and
award the same artist or artists every time the performer releases an album? It appears that the
NRAAS chooses to simply recycle their favorites
whenever possible.
, The NRAAS doesn't only use poor judgment
regarding the artists they nominate. The specific
categories in which they nominate the performers

also are often contradicting.
They proved their lack of intelligence in 1989,
when rock vets Jethro Tull - to the disbelief of literally everyone - won the Best Hard Rock
Performance award. Not to knock the Tull for that ·
victory, yet the band sticks out like a sore thumb
when thrown into the same deck with the likes of
Van Halen and Metallica, who were also up for that
particular award.
This year, the NRAAS did it again - but this
time, it was only a minor offense when compared to
the Jethro Tull incident. On Tuesday, R.E.M. 's single "Losing My Religion" received the Grammy for
Best Pop Performance by a Duo or Group.
Standing alone, R.E.M winning the award is fair by
all measures. But it seems to be a dichotomy of
sorts for their album, Out Of Time, to win the Best
Alternative Music Album.
The categories of Pop Music and Alternative
Rock Music are as similar, to even the average
music listener, as apples and oranges. Pop and
Alternative are two musical sub-genres that are anything but complementary to each other. Yet, in their
infinite lack of wisdom, the NRAAS blended the two
musics together to the utter confusion of the public.
It doesn't matter, though, because the general
music-listening populace can smell a rat whenever
one comes around. The Grammy Awards are all
pomp, and the results are uncircumstantial. Yet the
sad part about this whole mess is that the NRAAS,
through their Grammy's, have the power to boost
album sales because of the false prestige th~ir
award has.
A credible organization doesn't pick its favorites
year after year and make up categories as they go
without qualifying the categories.
The Grammy Award, in terms of credibility,
should be overlooked.

etting busted .
y the fizz
· ·
OSAGE CITY, Mo. (AP) - A man
med Soda Popp gave two shivering
ped convicts warm clothes, hot soup
soft drinks before turning then:i _in_._
'They.qidn't~get.rexcited, and I didn't
excited," Popp, 39, a former teach' sa_id Tuesday. "They were just like
e kids I used to deal with.'' Brian
een and Christopher J. Powell, both
0-year-old burglary convicts, were
turned to the Algoa Correctional
nter early Tuesday. They jumped a
nee at the medium-security prison
day night, fled a few miles east, then
ocked on Popp's door and asked to

use the phone.
, Popp, who said Soda was his given
name, had heard helicopters searching
for the fugitives all day. He said he let
the men in and warmed them up, then
called sheriff's deputies to the house in
the Missouri River community of Osage
City.
"In essence, they gave themselves
up," said .prison superintendent Carl
White.

Ahhnold bares up
against Spy photo
PHOENIX (AP) - Arnold Schwarzenegger scoffed Tuesday at a magazine article that portrays the muscleman
actor as a media manipulator.
"It was wonderful fantasy writing,"
the "Terminator" star said of the story
in the March issue of Spy. "I can't wait

until the movie."
During a visit to an elementary
school to promote physical f1tness,
Schwar-zenegger refused to discuss
with reporters an unauthorized nude
photo of him that appears with the
story.
'"··
Spy publisher Kurt Anderson 'Said
the photo was submitted unsolicited aS,\.
the magazine prepared its story or{~·
Schwar-zenegger's publicity machine. The act9r had nothing but praise for
the mainstream media's coverage of'
him.
"The press has .helped when I was a
bodybuilder, and in my movies," he
said. "Now I hope they will help me fo
my endeavor to promote physical fitness."

Restaurant & Catering

WEEKEND BREAKFAST
SPECIAL
2 Eggs with Hash Browns & 1/2
order of Biscuits & Gravy with
Bacon or Sausage
Breakfast Served
Saturday 7-11 :30 am
and Sunday 7-2:00 pm

7th and Madison
(one block North of the Square)

345-7427
Open 7 Days A Week
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WEST! .
~ Comfort Inn ~
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Tell the truth, hold the fries.
Last week, we brought you the
sad-but-true saga of our campus
McDonald's' new "condiment
dispensing" policy for food items
other than Chicken McNuggets
- the food item to which the particular condiment packages
specifically mentioned last week
were intended for and intended
for only - which basically states
that if you want to sauce it up,
you'll pay for it in the long run.
We were a little perturbed
about the fact that our campus
McDonald's justified charging for
what was previously free sweet
and sour sauce because "people
were abusing their condiment
privileges," and it was "cutting
into their profits."
Sure. And the McJordan special is really made out of Chicago
Bulls.
Needless to say, it was to the
chagrin of the upper echelons of
our campus McDonald's management that we had, understandably, a less sweet than sour taste in our
collective mouths regarding this whole affair and decided to let the buyer beware via our column.
As a·result of our column last week, McDonald's management has made it perfectly clear to the TIC
desk that their golden arches will not grace the pages of The Daily Eastern News in any form of advertising.
This appears to be a classic case of "whah, whah, whah (or better defined, the little boys at MickeyD' s didn't like what the little boys at TIC said, so they picked up their happy meals and went home)."
Why are they worried?
They are the only fast food restaurant located on campus. They are situated in the center of the
paths of more than 10,000 student and faculty members, so what, may we ask, are they bitching
about?
It seems to us at TIC that an establishment with such a prime location, not to mention an international chain with one of the most recognizable logos in the world, should be able to take a little goodnatured ribbing.
So if the boys at McDonald's don't want to play, grin and bear it with us, that's okay. Far be it from
us to get in the way of capitalism. We a:t TIC can understand that every chain is entitled to its sweet and
sour due. Give to Ronald what is Ronald's, etc., etc.
But to the loyal readers out there, we would recommend that you not rely on the campus
McDonald's management to provide copies of our beloved bird cage liner. Last Friday, there didn't
seem to be any.
Hmmm. Makes you wonder ...
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INDIVIDUAL ROOMS
"You Carry The Key"
Behind Rex & Don's Warehouse
S. Rt 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920

Day Phone • 345-3334
Night Phone • 345-5850
Don &Mar:y Thomason - Owners

For Reservations.
call 1·800·695·5150 ·
orl-305-294·3773 .

LARGE or Small,
Try Them ALL!
Jerry's Pizza & Pub
345-2844

r----------,

r----------~

I

:

Large Single : : Small Single
1 Ingredient Pizza 1 1 Ingredient Pizza t
: & Quart of Coke : : & Quart of Coke :

: $7.95 : : $5.95 :
I
I I
I
I Delivered 345-2844 I I Delivered 345-28441
: Expires May 31st, 1992 : : Expires May 31st, 1992 1

L----------~ L----------J
r----------,
.r----------,

Large Two
: :
Small Two f
1 Ingredient Pizza 1 1 Ingredient Pizza
: & Quart of Coke : : & Quart of Coke 1
:

Editor ..... Tim Shellberg
Associate ...... J .A. Winders
Art Director ..... Rich Bird
Photo Editor ..... Carl Walk
Copy ..... Tanya Dartez, Candice Hoffman, Grace Thorne, Stuart Tart, Debbie
·
Carlson
Staff ..... Bret Loman, Mike Chambers, Tracy Laskowski, Carrie Carp~nter
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.
- Jumbo Drafts • Sound & Light Show
Roe's Shots I
Mixers •

00- Jumbo

&

Fri.
1

8

K . ~

·

·

~~nm&&r~~~e. ~--~~·!1__ !~-~!!__
Bluetail Flies I
Amaretto &
I
Whiskey Sours •
& More
I

~ ~ ~ ~

.

Sat.
EIU's Own

Ground Zero
Open 9:30 s2m Cover
~ ~ ~ r4 ~r4 ~
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•

: $9.25 : : $6~95

I

I Delivered 345-2844 I I Delivered 345-2844 t
:

Expires May 31st, 1992 :

:

Expires May 31st, 1992

L---------First Annual Q
L----------~

Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Polar Bear Run
March 7, 1992 2-3 P.M.

Beach Ball Relay .. Polk Ave. to My Place
$
5 members per team 15 entry
Free T-shirt and prizes to winners

Everyone Invited
For more info contact
Brett 581-8052
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